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ABSTRACT
Recent research has identified changes in the 
strategies used and the shape of learning curves of children 
learning concepts as a function of developmental level. 
Two recent models have been proposed to explain these 
changes. One model views these changes as an improvement of 
hypothe sis-1esting strategies. The other model views these 
changes as a switchover from reliance on one type of 
learning process to a second type of learning process. The 
present study compared the two models with respect to the 
strategies used and the shape of the learning curves of four 
grade levels of subjects.
One hundred twenty-nine children from grades 1, 5, and 
7 and AO college undergraduates were tested using a concept 
task consisting of a list of items in which a keyword was 
followed by five choices (e. g. yourself : s m o k e , e l s e ,
c h i e f . f i e l d , f i v e ) . The correct choice was the word 
consisting entirely of letters in the keyword (else in the 
above example). Each subject was tested individually with
one of two instructions: to try to find a rule relating the 
correct choice word and the keyword, or, to memorize which 
choice word goes with each keyword. After each block of 10 
trials, subjects were asked "Why did you pick this word?"
Results showed that there were ago-related differences 
in concept learning among the four grade levels with respect 
to: (a) steepness of the learning curves (transition phase
i x
length), (b) the trial block of last error, and (c) the 
number of subjects who eventually discovered the concept 
rule. A high correlation between the trial block where 
performance began to rise above chance (performance 
cutpoint) and the point where subjects' verbal response 
indicated some knowledge of the concept rule (verbal 
cutpoint) was found in all grade levels. The findings 
generate some support for both models.
x
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Recent research has identified changes in the 
strategies used and the shape of the learning curves of 
children learning concepts as a function of developmental 
level. Two recent models have been proposed to explain
these changes. One model (Gholson & Beilin, 1979) views 
these changes as an improvement of hypothesis-testing 
strategies (hypothesis-testing). The other model views 
these changes as a switchover from reliance on one type of 
learning process (incremental learning) to a second type of 
learning process (hypothe s i s - 1 e s t i n g ) . The present study 
compared the two models with respect to the strategies used 
and the shape of learning curves of four grade levels of 
subjects .
TWO DEVELOPMENTAL MODELS OF CONCEPT LEARNING
Overview of the mod e 1 . Generally, the
hypothesis-testing model (Levine, 1975) views the concept 
learner as an active problem solver during the concept 
formation process. The learner is presumed to be
continuously generating and testing hypotheses about a 
pattern of attributes or a rule defining the concept. The 
learner uses a hypothesis to classify items as instances or 
noninstances of the concept. Whenever the hypothesis is 
unsuccessful in classifying an item, the learner rejects 
that hypothesis and generates a new one until the correct 
hypothesis is discovered.
Gholson's formulation of the hypothesis-testing model 
(Gholson, 1980; Gholson & Beilin, 1979; Tumblin & Gholson, 
1981) views the young concept learner as an active problem 
solver. According to the model, the young concept learner 
has processes for taking incoming information ("cognitive 
subprocesses") and processes which form a logical plan to 
act upon that information ("processor"). The sophistication 
of the learner increases with developmental level.
Kinds of Hypotheses. Gholson's model postulates two 
kinds of hypotheses devised by the learner: response-set 
hypotheses, plans that do not change when the learner is 
told that those plans are incorrect, a n d t prediction 
hypotheses, plans that change when th learner is told that 
those plans are incorrect. In the case of prediction 
hypotheses, the learner simply generates a new hypothesis 
when told that the current hypothesis is incorrect.
Both response-set and prediction hypotheses may occur 
in series when a child is learning a concept. Two types of 
sequences have been distinguished: s t r a t e g i e s , which involve 
logically specified sequences of prediction hypotheses that 
lead to problem solution, and stereotypes , which are long 
sequences of response-set hypotheses that seldom lead to 
problem solution.
Not only is one kind of hypothesis (prediction)
superior to the other (response-set), but there are 
variations in the efficiency of sequences of prediction 
hypotheses (strategies). One type of strategy is focus 1n g .
A child who uses the focusing strategy systematically 
eliminates incorrect hypotheses by simultaneously scanning 
possible hypotheses to the problem. A slightly less 
efficient strategy is d i m e n s i o n - c h e c k i n g . A child who uses 
dimension-checking first categorizes the hypotheses by 
dimension (e. g. size, color) and proceeds to test each
dimension. The least efficient strategy is
h y p o t h e s i s - c h e c k i n g . A child who uses hypothesis-checking 
first categorizes the hypotheses by dimensions. But unlike 
dimension-checking, hypothesis-checking tests complementary 
paired hypotheses for each dimension one at a time (e. g. 
for the dimension color, the child tests red and then green.
Although all sequences of response-set hypotheses are 
unlikely to lead to problem solution, Gholson also
identified different types of these sequences (stereotypes).
One type is stimulus p r e f e r e n c e : the child continues to
choose a particular stimulus merely because he "likes" it. 
A second type is position p r e f e r e n c e . In position
preference, the child chooses the right-hand side stimulus 
of a two-choice concept task throughout the experiment. In 
a third type of stereotype, position a l t e r n a t i o n , the child 
chooses the right-hand side of a two-choice concept task on 
one trial, and the left-hand side of a two-choice concept 
task on the following trial.
Ages of presumed developmental c h a n g e . Gholson and 
Beilin (1979) approximated the age ranges of developmental 
change based on the data from an earlier study (Gholson,
Levine, & Philllips, 1972). These data show that
kindergarten children (approximately 5 years old) use mostly 
stereotypes whereas elementary school-aged children (7-11 
years old) use primarily two types of strategies, 
dimension-checking and hypothesis-checking. College
students in these data use primarily a focusing strategy. 
Gholson and Beilin (1979) note that these age changes 
parallel changes in Piagetian stages (p r e o p e rationa1/2-6 
years; concrete operational/6-12 years; formal 
o p e r ationa1/12 years and older).
Research concerning the Gholson m o d e l . A study by 
Gholson, Theobald, and Yarbrough (1980) examined the 
problem-solving capabilties of kindergarten children. The 
children had been preclassified into three groups 
("preoperationa1", "transitional", "concrete operational") 
on the basis of their performance on number and liquid 
conservation tasks. The problems presented to the children 
differed on four dimensions (alphabetic letter, color, size, 
line position). Gholson et al. (1980) found that children 
preclassified as concrete operational used strategies more 
often (47%) than they used stereotypes (35-43%). By 
contrast, the children preclassified as transitional or 
p reo p e r a t i o n a 1 used stereotypes (51-52% and 47-70%, 
respectively) more often than they used strategies (9-31% 
and 10-18%), respectively).
Phillips and Gholson (1980) investigated the memory and 
coding processes of three groups of subjects (grades 3,
grade 6, & college students). The stimuli in each problem
differed in four dimensions (shape, size, color, line 
position). After each problem was presented, the subject 
was then presented with a set of "decomposed hypotheses," or 
each of the dimensions separately (e. g ., a white circle, a 
black circle, a circle with a line above, a circle with a 
line below). The subject was asked "which of these could 
still be correct?" Half of the subjects were permitted to 
view their choice on an immediately preceding trial, half 
were not. Results showed that college students solved more 
problems (100%) than did sixth graders (66-90%) or third 
graders (49-68%). Moreover, the college students were more 
accurate in keeping track of the hypotheses which could 
still be correct after each feedback trial. Phillips and 
Gholson (1980) interpret the low proficiency of sixth and 
third graders as evidence of less efficient or inefficient 
hypothesis-testing.
Turablin and Gholson (1980) examined the effect of 
directional feedback on the use of strategies in elementary 
school-aged children (grades 3 & 4). Children in a
"verbal-directional" group were told "correct" when they 
chose the correct answer, and, "wrong, the answer is in the 
other picture" when they chose the incorrect answer. 
Results showed that children in the verbal-directional group 
used more strategies (50:56%) than the verbal-only group 
(17-18%) did. Tumblin and Gholson (1980) suggested that the
directional feedback helped to integrate the learning 
processes of children who do not normally use strategies.
Daniel, Tumblin and Gholson (1980) replicated the 
Tumblin and Gholson (1980) finding in another study which 
included two additional feedback groups. Children in a 
"material-directional" group were told "green means that you 
are correct, the answer is in the picture you picked" when 
they chose the correct answer and "red means that you are 
wrong, the answer is not in the picture you picked" when 
they chose the incorrect answer. Results showed that 
children in the directional groups generally used more 
strategies (verbal 13%; material 23%). Daniel et al. (1980) 
interpret their findings as did Tumblin and Gholson (1980), 
that is, directional feedback helped to integrate the 
learning processes of children who do not normally use 
st rategies .
Other research concerning the Gholson model 
demonstrated that children of high reading ability solved 
more concept problems than those of low reading ability 
(Barringer & Gholson, 1980). Still other research
demonstrated that preschoolers can be trained to use 
prediction hypotheses (Kelley, Rosenthal, & Patterson, 
1980).
Criticisms of the m o d e l . The most vocal critic of the 
Gholson model is Kendler (1979; 1981). She disagrees with 
Gholson's assumption that developmental change reflects 
improvement in kinds and types of sequences of hypotheses.
She also disagrees with Gholson's notion that response-set 
hypotheses develop into prediction hypotheses. Kendler does 
not accept the notion that all concept learning relies on 
one kind of process (hypothesis-testing).
Two-Process Model: Kendler * s Levels- of-Function Model
Overview of the m o d e l . The 1e v e 1 s-of-function model by 
Kendler (1979) grew out of an earlier associative model by 
Kendler and Kendler (1962, 1968, 1975). The current levels 
models seeks to describe the processes that mediate between 
the reception of information and the behavioral outcome. 
Two components, an encoding c o m p o n e n t , and, a behavioral 
regulation c o m p o n e n t , are proposed.
Each component is assumed to be organized further into 
two levels that develop, in a given individual, at different
ages (Kendler, 1979, 1981). A lower (earlier) level for
each component is assumed to be common to animals and
humans. A higher level component is assumed to develop
later with neural maturation.
In the encoding component, the lower level 
n on s e l e c t i v e 1 y processes all incoming information whereas 
the high level selectively abstracts relevant aspects of 
information. What is relevant and what is irrelevant
depends upon the individual's experience with the world and 
also his/her neural maturation. For example, a child using 
the lower level of encoding component might encode the 
sizes, shapes, and color of stimuli regardless of which
dimension is relevant to the concept. A child using the
higher level of encoding component might selectively encode 
only the relevant dimensions, (e. g. color and size).
In the behavioral regulation component, the lower level 
consists of incremental learning processes in which a child 
learns by associations. Unlike the lower level, the higher 
level of this component consists of hypothesis-testing 
processes similar to the hypothesis-testing processes in 
Gholson's model. For example, a child using
hy pothesis-testing might show no improvement in performance 
until the concept is di s c o v e r e d . After the concept is 
discovered, performance is virtually errorless (Douglass & 
Bourne, 1971; Gholson, 1979).
Inferences about learning processes from Kendler m o d e l . 
Kendler (1979) draws inferences about the types of learning 
processes a child is using from that child's performance on 
an optional shift discrimination task. In such a task, the 
subject is first presented with a pair of stimuli that
differ (simultaneously) on two dimensions (e. g. one pair is 
a large circle and a small triangle, the other pair is a 
large triangle and small circle). In the initial 
discrimination phase, the subject learns the concept "large" 
(circle or triangle) to a criterion of 10 consecutive 
errorless trials. Then, in a shift discrimination phase, 
the subject is presented with a single pair of stimuli (e. 
g. large circle, small triangle). The correct concept in 
this phase is "small triangle". Based on subjects' pattern
of response on the shift discrimination phase of her
experiments she classifies them as either hypothesis-testers 
or incremental learners. She finds a large proportion of 
incremental learners in younger children (3-4 years). The 
proportion decreases with age so that subjects of about 11 
years are primarily hypothesis-testing.
Research concerning the Kendler m o d e l . Kendler 
reanalyzed data from subjects in her optional shift 
discrimination experiments (1966-1974) to formulate her 
levels model. In one of her analyses she used the notion of 
stationarity, or lack of improvment in proportion of items 
correct over trials prior to the last error block, to 
implicate the existence of hypothesis-testing (higher 
level). She reasoned if the hypothesis-testing model is 
correct, all age groups of subjects should show stationarity 
just prior to discovering the correct concept. She included 
only those subjects who had at least four trials prior to 
discovering the correct concept in each of the age groups 
(3-4, 5-6, 7-8, 11-12). She found stationarity only in the 
performance of 11-12 year old children. She suggested that 
the performance of younger-aged children must be explained 
by other (incremental) learning processes.
A second analysis concerned the frequency distribution 
of error in the initial discrimination phase, Kendler 
plotted the distribution of errors made by all subjects. 
Since this distribution appeared bimodal, she reasoned that 
there were likely to be two types of learning processes 
occurring in this task (cf. Johnson, 1978). She further
assumes that the first peak of the distribution represented 
the mean of the distribution of hypothesis-testers and the 
second peak represented the mean of the distribution of 
incremental learners.
A third analysis concerned the relation between the 
c h i l d ’s encoding and learning processes. If, in a test 
series following the shift discrimination phase, the subject 
chose a "small circle" instead of a "large triangle" on 8 of
10 consecutive trials, that subject was said to have made a
reversal shift. If the subject had any other pattern of 
choices on 10 trials, that subject was said to have made a 
nonreversal shift. Kendler assumes that subjects who make 
primarily reversal shifts in the test series are "selective" 
encoders. By contrast, Kendler assumes that subjects who
make nonreversal shifts in the test series are
"nonselective" encoders. Kendler found that subjects
classified as hypothesis-testers tended to be selective 
encoders and subject classified as incremental learners
tended to be nonselective encoders.
Criticisms of the m o d e l . Two of Kendler's most ardent
critics are Gholson and Schuepfer (1979). In their
commentary on her model, these authors disagree with
Kendler's assumption that the nonuse of win-stay hypotheses 
implies the use of incremental learning processes. These 
authors believe that Kendler's model has no provisions for
the occurrence of response-set hypotheses (see Gholson
model).
A second pair of critics, Spiker and Cantor (1979) 
disagree with Kendler's identification of 
h y p o t h e s i s - t e s t e r s . These authors believe that use of 
win-stay hypotheses does not necessarily mean that a child 
is testing hypotheses. These authors suggest that
hypothesis-testing has more components than just use of the 
win-stay hypotheses. Spiker and Cantor do not accept 
Kendler's method of identifying children who were selective 
and or nonselective encoders.
RELATION OF PIAGETIAN STAGES TO THE TWO MODELS 
According to the Gholson model, the processes which 
form a logical plan to act upon incoming information 
("processor") changes according to Piagetian stage. These 
processes, in a very young, preoperational child, are not 
developed to the point where external causes and effects are 
viewed by the child as independent of his/her own 
activities. The child is thought to be unable to think 
logically from point _x to point y_ and back to point x .  Nor 
is the child thought to be able to think in terms of 
part-to-whole (A to B) or whole-to-part (B to A) relations. 
Given these restrictions on the child's logical processes, 
there are limitations on her/her reasoning ability. When 
given a problem to solve, the preoperational child may focus 
on one feature of the stimuli in the problem and may be 
unable to change his/her choice of stimuli as the task 
demands. By contrast, a concrete operational child can 
identify general classes or dimensions of the choice stimuli
and then subdivide them into specific properties or cues 
(Gholson & Beilin, 1979). Upon systematic subdivision into 
properties, the concrete operational child can formulate a 
plan to anticipate possible classes/subclasses of choice 
stimuli.
Typically, in G h o l s o n ’s research (e. g. Gholson, 1980; 
Gholson & Beilin, 1979), Piagetian stage was estimated with 
two conservation tests, one for number, and one for liquid 
quantity. Children who passed none of the tests were
classified as p r e o p e r a t i o n a l , children who passed one of the 
tests were classified as transitional, and children who
passed both of the tests were classified as concrete
operational. In Gholson's studies, preoperational children 
did significantly poorer than transitional or concrete
operational children in consistently generating and using 
hypotheses during the course of testing.
According to the Kendler model, the tendency to
manifest hy pothesis-testing and thus systematic strategies, 
should, as with the Gholson model, increase with age.
However, Kendler maintains that the increase is a gradual 
one rather than a saltatory one as implied by Piagetian
theory and thus, does not preclude young children from
eventually learning concepts. Nonetheless, the logical 
formulations of younger children may not reflect systematic 
use of strategies found in older children but permits them 
to generate viable hypotheses.
ADVANCES IN RESEARCH METHODOLOGY FOR 
STUDYING HYPOTHESIS-TESTING 
One additional area of research on the development of 
concept learning concerns the use of probe techniques to 
study the kinds of hypotheses a child uses. One type of 
probe is the blank-trial probe developed by Levine (1966). 
The blank-trial probe had been originally developed to study 
adult concept learning but was later modified for use with 
children. Levine used consecutive blocks of four trials: 
three in which the child was told whether his/her response 
was correct or incorrect and then a fourth trial in which no 
feedback was given (the blank-trial probe). During the 
blank trial, the child's response was recorded and his/her 
current hypothesis was inferred from the pattern of 
responses across previous trials prior to the blank trial.
Phillips and Levine (1974) believe that a disadvantage 
of the blank-trial probe technique is that the set of 
possible hypotheses must consist of a small number of 
hypotheses known to the experimenter (this procedure could 
not be used with "open-ended" problems). These authors feel 
that another disadvantage is that subjects might not respond 
on the blank trials as they would on feedback trials.
A newer probe technique was develoepd in 1974 by 
Phillips and Levine called the introtact probe. In this 
procedure, the subject is stopped periodically during the 
concept task and asked "what is right all of the time?" 
While the introtact probe requires less pretraining than
blank-trial probes. Philips and Levine found that this 
technique led to the enhanced performance in younger (grade 
2) but not older (grade 6) children when compared to 
blank-trial probes. Phillips and Levine suggest that the 
introtact might be encouraging young children to mentally 
rehearse their hypotheses and consequently enhance their 
performance. Later research by Cantor and Spiker (1977) and 
by Kemler (1978) did not find any interaction of age with 
use of introtact probe with children (kindergarten, grades 
1, 2, 3, 5. & 6). This research found that the use of an 
introtact probe did not affect performance, even with the 
youngest subjects. Thus, the use of the introtact probe 
procedure may provide valuable insight into the types of 
hypotheses subjects are generating and does not appear to 
greatly affect their performance.
RESEARCH CONCERNING TWO TYPES OF LEARNING PROCESSES
Since the key difference between the two developmental 
models reviewed above centered on whether concept learning 
consists of one or two processes, the adult literature
related to the issue of one versus two types of concept 
learning processes will also be reviewed.
Some early researchers noticed that concept learning 
did not always occur as quickly as predicted by the
hypothesis-testing model. Rather, learning sometimes
occurred gradually and improved over the course of many
trials until the correct concept was discovered. One of the 
first to notice this phenomenon was Hull (1920). In his
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study, subjects first learned to associate sets of nonsense 
syllables with Chinese characters. On several lists of
nonsense syllables, there was a common root or radical 
associated with certain nonsense syllables. Subjects were 
later asked to "g u e s s ” which nonsense syllables in a new 
list went with each character. Whereas some subjects 
immediately knew which syllable went with each character, 
some subjects simply got better at "guessing" the correct 
syllable over the course of many trials. Thus, the learning
curves from Hull's experiment seemed to reflect two
different types of learning processes. Hull also noticed 
that subjects who gradually got better at "guessing" the 
correct syllable over the course of many trials were not 
able to verbalize how they decided which syllable was the 
correct one .
Early researchers (e. g., Krechevsky, 1932; Lashley,
1929; Spence, 1936) argued for many years over the age-old 
controversy of whether or not learning occurred suddenly on 
a single trial, or, gradually, over the course of many 
trials. Learning appeared to be incremental if the data 
from a group of subjects were combined and averaged. Those 
researchers who believed that learning was a sudden process 
(e. g. Spence, 1936) pointed out that an incremental group
learning curve might reflect sudden learning by individual 
subjects at different points in time in the experiment.
Another group of studies have found situations in which 
memory instructions seemed to lead to better concept
learning than typical problem-solving instructions. Since 
rote memory instructions do not encourage hypothesis-testing 
as do problem-solving instructions, these results suggest an 
alternate process is involved. Brooks (1978) found that 
subjects given instructions to memorize letter strings from 
an artificial grammar were able to categorize new letter 
strings better than subjects told to find a set of rules for 
the grammar. Since hypothesis-testing involves looking for 
a rule, Brooks suggested that the regularities in the 
material were so complex that subjects were unable to 
generate the rule. B r o o k s ’ data are consistent with the
work of Reber and Allen (1978) who contend that
memorization is associated with reasoning by analogy whereas 
induction of an abstract representation of rules is
associated with reasoning by correspondence to a rule or
r u l e s .
Another study by Reber, Kassin, Lewis, and Cantor 
(1980) found that the type of instructions interacted with 
the salience of the rule to be discovered. If the rule was 
highly salient, explicit instructions to find the rule 
governing the grammar strings aided the subjects'
performance. Whereas, if the rule was not highly salient, 
explicit instructions to find the rule governing the grammar 
strings hindered the subjects' performance.
In summary, many researchers noticed that concept 
learning does not always seem to reflect hypothe sis-testing 
processes. Therefore, several investigators have proposed
an alternate type of learning. Bouthilet (1948) referred to 
this alternate mode of learning as intuitive learning,
others, have referred to it as nonanalytic learning (Brooks, 
1978; M i l l w a r d , 1980; Reber, 1967). The common elements in
this alternate mode of learning seemed to be passive
observation, more gradual learning and an emphasis on
memorization of individual items rather than figuring out
the rule governing the concept (e. g. Brooks, 1978; Kellogg, 
1982; Reber & Lewis, 1977).
RESEARCH WITH THE BOUTHILET TASK 
In order to study these two types of learning, it would 
be useful to employ a concept in which both types of
learning occur. Bouthilet (1948) had reported data
suggesting the existence of two types of learning in a
simple verbal task. The learning curves of some of 
Bouthilet's subjects showed an abrupt shift from chance to 
perfect performance as predicted by the hypothesis-testing 
model of learning. However, the learning curves of other 
subjects showed a more gradual development and suggested an 
incremental learning type of process. The task used in her
study involved sequences of six words, an initial keyword
followed by five choice words (e. g. y o u r s e l f : s m o k e , e l s e , 
c h i e f , f i e l d , f i v e ). The subject was asked to select one of 
the five choice words. The correct choice was always the 
word which contained only letters in the keyword (e. g. e lse 
in the above example). Once this simple rule was
discovered, the subject could easily get all further choices 
c o r r e c t .
A recent study conducted at Louisiana State University 
(Mathews, Stanley, Buss, & Chinn, 1983a) employed a
simplified version (two choices of words rather than five) 
of the Bouthilet task, presented to subjects as a concept 
learning task. This instrument consisted of a set of 50 
Bouthilet items, which were presented to subjects in 
succession, repeating the whole set up a maximum of four 
times or until the subjects reached a criterion of 10 trials 
in a row correct. While all of the subjects who could
eventually verbalize the rule showed a sudden learning curve 
predicted by the hypothesis-testing model, some subjects
showed above chance performance on the concept without
stating the rule. Thus, these subjects showed some evidence 
of incremental learning processes.
In a second study at Louisiana State University 
(Mathews, Stanley, Buss, & Chinn, 1983b), the number of
choice words was expanded to five and the number of unique
items presented was expanded to 300. Thus, no stimulus 
items were repeated. Subjects were given one of two
instructions: to find a rule (problem-solving) for
associating the keyword with the choice word, or, to 
remember the choice word that went with each keyword
(memory). The results revealed considerable diversity in 
the individual learning curves with this task. The 
learning curves of some subjects consist of a quick
transition from chance to perfect performance. For example, 
a subject might have 40 trials at chance level, 10 trials 
above chance level, and the remaining trials at perfect 
performance. Learning curves for other subjects contained 
relatively lengthy transition periods from chance to perfect 
performance. For example, a subject might have 70 trials at 
chance level, 90 trials above chance level but below perfect 
performance, and the remaining trials at perfect 
perf o r m a n c e .
Early researchers have been concerned with the 
abruptness of tis transition phase (e. g. Bower & Trabasso,
1966; Hayes, 1953). However, no one has previously
attempted to measure the actual length of the transition
phase. Results from Mathews et al. (1983b) prompted the 
development of a measure to quantify the number of trials in 
the transition phase: transition phase length is a measure
of the number of trials (or trial blocks) in which a 
subject's performance on a concept learning task is above 
chance but below asymptote (e. g. perfect performance).
THE PRESENT RESEARCH
Ob jectives
The first objective of the present research is to 
compare the predictions of the Gholson and Kendler models of 
concept learning as they apply to the performance of
children learning a Bouthilet concept. The second objective 
is to find evidence of two types of learning in children.
Hypotheses
The hypotheses below make specific predictions with 
regard to two current models of concept learning (Gholson & 
Kendler). When both models make similar predictions about a 
particular issue to be tested, only a singular hypothesis 
will be stated. When the two models make dissimilar
predictions, two sub-hypotheses will be stated.
Hypothesis 1 . The length of the transition phase
should decrease with grade level. The decrease in the 
length of the transition phase is presumed to be due to the 
disappearance of less efficient hypothesis strategies in 
G h o l s o n ’s model and less use of the lower level, incremental 
processes in Kendler's model.
Hypothesis 2 . Hypotheses concerning the effect of 
instructions on the length of the transition phase:
(a) Different types of instructions (memory versus 
problem-solving) should have no effect on the length of the 
transition phase. While the Gholson model might predict 
fewer solvers with memory instructions, those who do learn 
the concept should have similar transition phase lengths 
regardless of instructions because a single process 
underlies concept learning (Gholson's model).
(b) Different types of instructions (memory versus 
problem-solving) should have an effect on the length of the 
transition phase. The memory instructions are designed to 
discourage hypothesis-testing and encourage incremental 
learning processes. Therefore, the occurrence of longer
transition phase lengths with memory versus problem-solving 
instructions is predicted (Kendler's model).
Hypothesis 3 . Hypotheses concerning the distribution 
of transition phase lengths across each grade level:
(a) The distribution should be unimodal because there 
is a single process underlying concept learning (Gholson's 
model) .
(b) The distribution should be bimodal for younger but 
not older children because there are two simultaneously 
functional processes underlying concept learning. The 
bimodal aspect of the distribution should be most evident in 
younger children because the model predicts less use of 
incremental processes as grade level increases. (Kendler's 
model ) .
Hypothesis 4 . Hypotheses concerning the trial block in 
which verbal knowledge of the rule is demonstrated relative 
to the start of the transition phase are stated below.
(a) Subjects who are solvers should show evidence of 
some knowledge of the rule in the same trial block as the 
start of the transition phase because their performance is 
reliant upon a single conscious process (hypothesis-testing) 
(Gholson's model).
(b) Subjects who are solvers can demonstrate knowledge 
of the rule at any point after the start of the transition 
phase because above chance performance (start of the 
transition phase) might reflect tacit (nonverbalizable)
knowledge of the concept from the incremental learning 
process (Kendler's model).
Hypothesis 5 . Hypotheses concerning the proportion of 
response types to introtacts as related to transition phase
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length are stated below . Each response to an introtact 
probe will be classified as a jt_o h y p o t h e s i s , a new 
h y p o t h e s i s , or a repeat hypothesi s .
(a) Subjects with longer transition phase lengths are 
likely to have a higher proportion of repeat hypotheses than 
subjects with shorter transition phase lengths. This 
relationship between the proportion of repeated hypotheses 
and the transition phase length predicted by the Gholson
model is presumed to be due to subjects' utilizing less
efficient strategies.
(b) Subjects with longer transition phase lengths are 
likely to have a higher proportion of no hypotheses in 
response to the introtact probe. The relationship between 
the proportion of no hypothesis responses and the transition 
phase length is presumed to be due to the subjects' 
utilizing incremental learning processes (Kendler's model).
Hypothesis 6 . Hypotheses concerning the proportion of 
type of response to introtacts as a function of grade are 
stated below*.
(a) Younger grade levels should have a high proportion 
of repeated hypotheses and the older grade levels should
have a high proportion of new hypotheses. In Gholson's 
model, the high proportion of repeated hypotheses in younger
grade levels is caused by the use of stereotypes and the 
high proportion of new hypotheses in older grade levels is 
presumed to be due to the use of strategies.
(b) Younger grade levels should have a high proportion 
of no hypotheses and the older grade levels should have a 
high proportion of new hypotheses. In Kendler's model, the 
high proportion of no hypotheses in younger grade levels is 
due to the reliance on incremental learning processes. The 
high proportion of new hypotheses in older grade levels is 
due to their reliance on hypothesis-testing processes.
Hypothesi s 7 . The trial block containing the last 
error should decrease with grade level. This decrease is 
presumed to result from the disappearance of less efficient 
hypothesis strategies in Gholson's model and less use of 
lower level (incremental) learning processes in Kendler's 
model .
Hypothesis 8 . There will be more solvers in older
grade levels than in younger grade levels. The prevalence 
of solvers in the older grade levels is due to the 
development of systematic, logical strategies in Gholson's 
model and increased reliance on higher level behavioral 
regulation component in Kendler's model.
METHOD
Subjects
One hundred and twenty-nine children in three grade 
levels (1, 5, 7) from the Louisiana State University
Laboratory School and the Southern University Laboratory 
School (both in Baton Rouge, Louisiana), and, AO 
undergraduates enrolled in psychology courses at Louisiana 
State University served as subjects. The undergraduates 
received two hours of credit applicable toward their 
psychology courses for their participation.
Materials
A different list of 300 Bouthilet items was constructed 
for each grade consisting of words appropriate for each 
grade level. The words in each instrument were selected from 
the curriculum standards word list for the State of 
Louisiana and from the Thorndike-Lorge Wordbook of 30,000 
Words (19AA). In the Thorndike-Lorge Wordbook, first grade 
words are defined as all words having a frequency of over 
100 times per million, fifth grade words are defined as 
having a frequency of over 10 times per million, and seventh 
grade words are defined as having a frequency of over 6 
times per million. Each item consisted of one keyword 
followed by five choice words (e. g. y o u r s e l f : s m o k e , e l s e ,
c h i e f , f i e l d , f i v e ). One of the choice words consisted 
entirely of letters in the keyword (else in the above 
example). A single random order for these items was prepared 
for grade 1, grade 5, and grade 7. Two random orders were
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prepared for the undergraduates. Of the 300 items, 84 items 
were unique, 24 had been repeated once, 24 had been repeated 
twice, and 24 had been repeated three times. The instruments 
are presented in Appendices A, B, C, D, and E. The initial 
block of 10 items were words that were unique. The second 
and subsequent blocks of 10 items consisted of five items 
that the subject had not seen before and five items that the 
subject had seen in previous trials. The items were typed 
onto 5" x 7" plain white index cards.
Procedure
Each subject was brought individually from his/her 
class to the experimental testing area. The testing area 
was either a vacant classroom or a partitioned sector of the 
school library. Each subject was tested in single session 
until a criterion of 5 consecutive blocks of 10 trials 
without errors was achieved or until all 300 cards had been 
presented. First grade subjects were administered a minimum 
of 100 of the 300 items, but were encouraged to continue as 
far as they could go. The cards were shown one at a time in 
a single fixed order. No time limits were imposed.
Half of the subjects were instructed to memorize which 
keyword is associated with one of five choice words. The 
other half were instructed to find a rule by which the 
keyword is related to one of the five choice words. All 
subjects were told that every 10 trials he/she would be 
asked "why did you pick this word?"
Memory i n s t r u c t i o n s . The following instructions were 
read to subjects assigned to the memory condition. "This is 
a memory experiment. I want you to remember which of these 
five words (points to five choice words) goes with the fop 
word. You are to tell me which of these five words you
think is the one that is ’it.' I will tell you if the one
you picked is 'it' or ’not it.' If the one you picked is 
'not it,' I will tell you the one that is 'it.' Every so 
often I'll ask you why you thought the one you picked goes 
with the top word. Are you ready?"
Problem-solving i n s t r u c t i o n s . The following
instructions were read to subjects assigned to the
problem-solving condition. "This is a problem-solving
experiment. I want you to figure out which of the five
words goes with the top word (points to the five choice 
words). You are to tell me which of these five words you 
think is the one that is 'it.' I will tell you if the one
you picked is 'it' or 'not i t . ’ If the one you picked is
'not it,' I will tell you the one that is 'it.' Every so 
often I'll ask you why you thought the one you picked goes 
with the top word. Are you ready?"
The first stimulus card was used to illustrate how the 
child was supposed to respond (which was the keyword, and 
which were the five choice words, etc). If the child did 
not understand, the instructions were repeated. If the 
subject required more than two explanations of the
instructions, he/she was discarded from the study.
In addition to the Bouthilet concept, all first grade 
subjects were tested with Piagetian tests for conservation 
of liquid, mass, and number. The test for liquid
conservation used two tall and one short drinking glasses.
The child was asked to observe the experimenter pouring 
water from one of the tall glasses into the short glass. 
The child was then asked to tell the experimenter which 
glass, the tall glass or the short glass, had more water. If 
the child stated that the tall glass had the same amount of 
water as the short glass, the child was classified as being 
a conserver of liquid quantity. The test for mass
conservation used two same-sized balls of art gum. The
child was asked to observe the experimenter molding one of 
the balls into a long hot-dog shaped piece. Then the child 
was asked to tell the experimenter which of the two shapes 
of art gum had more. If the child stated that the hot-dog 
shaped piece had the same amount as the ball, the child was 
classified as being a conserver of mass quantity. The test 
for number conservation used two rows of square (1" x 1 ” ) 
pieces of white poster board. The child was asked to 
observe the experimenter moving the pieces of one row into 
different spatial arrangements. Then the child was asked to 
tell the experimenter which of the two rows of square pieces 
had more. If the child stated that both rows had the same 
amount, the child was classified as being a conserver of 
number quantity. These tests are described in detail in 
Appendix F.
Dependent Variables
The dependent variables are described below:
Transition phase l e n g t h . The transition phase length 
is a measure of the number of trial blocks in which
performance is above chance prior to the subjects' reaching
perfect performance. To determine the transition phase 
length, the number of errors in each block of 5 trials for a 
given subject's data was calculated (see Figure 1). The
transition phase length was determined by pattern of errors 
on the five unique items (non-repeat) in each successive 
block of 10 trials. The start of the transition phase length 
is found by first locating the last trial block containing A 
or more errors (chance performance). Then the first of three 
consecutive blocks, each containing 3 or fewer errors is 
located. This trial block marks the performance cutpoint or 
the beginning of the transition phase length. The end of the 
transition phase is found by locating the first of five 
consecutive blocks of five trials with zero errors. The 
number of trial blocks between the start and the end of the 
transition phase is the transition phase length. In Figure 
1, data from three subjects is used to illustrate
calculation of the transition phase length.
Type of response to i n t r o t a c t . Each response to the
introtact "How did you pick this word?" was classified as a: 
n o hypothesi s , new hypothesis or repeat hypothesis. Any 
response which could not be used to select choices on
subsequent trials was classified as a no hypothesis. For
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example, a response was classified as a no hypothesis if the 
subject stated that he/she was guessing, using memory, or 
making sentences out of either the keyword or the choice 
word with no reference to any relation between the two 
words. Any response which provided a basis for selecting 
choices on future trials was classified as a hypothesis. 
For example, responses v/hich mentioned semantic 
relationships or similarities between the words, positions 
of the words on the cards, or similarities between the 
letters in the keywords and choice words were classified as 
hypotheses. Specific examples of no and new hypotheses are 
presented in Appendix G. A hypothesis was classified as a 
new hypothesis if it contained an element that was different 
from any previous new hypothesis. For example, the response 
"it has something to do with letters" was considered 
different from a response "it has something to do with 
letters and meaning" because an additional element of 
meaning was added. Proportions of each type of hypothesis 
were calculated for each subject by dividing the number of 
each type of hypothesis by the total number of no, new and 
repeat hypotheses.
Trial block of last e r r o r . The trial block of last 
error represents that block of 5 trials that contains the 
last error the subject made before reaching the criterion of 
five consecutive errorless blocks of 10 trials. If the 
subject did not achieve the criterion, the last error block 
was 30.
Figure I . Examples of transition phase length for three subjects.
TRIAL BLOCK
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 13 14 15
Subject A 5 5 0------3----- 2-----0-----2-------0 ---- 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Transition Phase Length = 8
Subject B 4 5 5 4 5 3----- 2-------1---- 3 2 0 0 0 0 0
Transition Phase Length = 5
Subject C 5 4 2------2 0 0 0 0 0
Transition Phase Length = 2
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Number of S o l v e r s . The number of solvers represents
the number of subjects in each condition that reached the
criterion of five consecutive errorless blocks of 10 trials.
Performance C u t p o i n t . The performance cutpoint
represents the first of three consecutive trial blocks with 
three or fewer errors, or, the beginning of the transition 
phase l e n g t h .
Verbal C u t p o i n t . The verbal cutpoint represents the 
first of five consecutive trial blocks in which some mention 
is made of similarity of letters or sounds between the 
keyword and the correct choice.
Cutpoint As s v me t r y . The cutpoint assymetry represents
the difference between the performance and verbal cutpoints.
It is defined as the performance cutpoint minus the verbal 
cutpoint.
RESULTS
Since only six of the 46 first grade subjects solved the 
Bouthilet task, the first grade subjects were not included 
in analyses of variance where the dependent variables are 
only defined for concept solvers (e. g. transition phase 
length, cutpoints, etc). Transition phase groups was a 
post hoc variable created for the purposes of comparing 
subjects with varying transition phase lengths. These 
groups represented reasonable breaks in the distribution of 
transition phase lengths based on the empirically obtained 
distribution . One group included subjects who had a 
transition phase of zero (less than 10 trials) a second 
group included subjects who had a transition phase of 1-2 
(10-20 trials), a third group included subjects who had a 
transition phase of 3-5 (30-50 trials), and a fourth group 
included subjects who had a transition phase of 6-10 (60-100 
trials) .
Transition Phase Length
Hypothesis 1 stated that the transition phase length 
should decrease with grade. A three (fifth, seventh, 
college) x two (memory or problem-solving instructions) 
analysis of variance was conducted to simultaneously examine 
the effect of grade level and instructions (see Hypothesis 
2A and 2B below). The results of the analysis showed a 
trend toward an effect of grade level on transition phase 
length, _F (2, 77) = 2.90, £  < 0.06. Inspection of the means
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TABLE 1
Mean Transition Phase Length and Trial 
Block of Last Error for Solvers
Grade
Var iable 1 5 7 college
Solvers 6 28 22 33
N 46 41 42 40
Transition Phase Length
M 2.00 2.96 1 .77 2.00
SD 2.45 2.92 1.82 2.46
Trial Block of 
Last Error
M 5.00 7.25 6.91 5.85
SD 4.34 7.46 7.24 4.93
N o t e . The _N for Transition Phase Length and Trial Block of 
Last Error includes only the subjects who solved the task 
( s o l v e r s ) .
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in Table 1 show a trend for transition phase length to 
decrease with grade level.
Hypothesis 2A and 2B concerned the effect of 
instructions on transition phase length. Hypothesis 2A 
stated that the different types of instructions (memory 
versus problem-solving) should have no effect on the length 
of the transition phase (Gholson model). Hypothesis 2B 
stated that instructional differences, namely the use of 
mei..orv instructions, should result in the occurrence of more 
long transition phase lengths (Kendler model). The results 
of the analysis revealed no significant effect of 
instructions on transition phase length, _F ( 1 , 77) = 0.96, £. 
< 0.33, and no significant interaction of grade level and
instructions, £  (2, 77) = 1.71, _£ < 0.19.
Hypotheses 3A and 3B stated that transition phase 
length should be a function of the processes underlying 
concept learning. Hypothesis 3A stated that the
distribution of transition phase lengths within each grade 
level should be unimodal(Gholson model). Hypothesis 3B 
stated that the distribution of transition phase lengths 
within each grade level should be bimodal (Kendler model). 
Due to the small number of solvers, and thus of transition 
phase lengths, in the first grade, the data representing 
young concept learners was combined for the first and the 
fifth grade. Similarly, the data representing mature 
(older) concept learners were combined for the seventh grade 
and the college group. It was reasoned that these two
groups were in line with the predicted age of change in the 
Kendler model. The Kendler model postulated that at about 
12 years children would tend to use more hypothesis-testing 
processes and less incremental processes. For the purposes 
of analysis, the distribution of transition phase lengths 
was classified into the four groups described earlier 
(transition phase = 0, 1-2, 3-5, 6-10). Table 2 presents
the frequency distribution of transition phase lengths. A 
two-way chi-square analysis (two grade levels x four
transition phase groups) revealed that the transition phase 
length distribution between the younger (first & fifth
grades) and the older (seventh grade & college group) groups 
were significantly different, (3, _N = 88) = 10.31, j) <
0.05. Inspection of the frequencies in Table 2 indicate 
that the younger grade group show a bimodal trend, that is, 
there was a high frequency of subjects with either short 
(0), or long (3-5 blocks) transition phase lengths. By 
contrast, the older grade group showed a unimodal trend with 
a high frequency of subjects with an intermediate (1-2 
blocks) transition phase lengths.
Hypotheses A A and AB concerned the trial block in which 
some knowledge of the rule was stated relative to the start 
of the transition phase. Hypothesis AA stated that subjects 
who arc solvers can state some knowledge of the rule in the 
same trial block as the start of the transition phase since 
their ability to learn the concept is reliant upon a single 
underlying process (Gholson model). Hypothesis AB stated
TABLE 2
Frequency Distribution of Transition Phase Lengths 
for Two Grade Level Groups of Subjects
Transition Phase Lengths
Grade Level 0 1-2 3-5 6 +
Grades 1 & 5 1 1 6 12 5
Grade 5 & 
college 15 27 8 5
TOTAL 26 33 20 10
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that solvers can state knowledge of the rule at any point 
relative to the start of the transition phase because 
subjects who utilize incremental learning processes are not 
necessarily aware that they have learned anything about the 
concept (Kendler model). In order to test these hypotheses, 
a v e r b a - cutpoint analogous to the performance cutpoint was 
defined to indicate the trial block in which knowledge of 
the rule begins to be consistently present in the introtact 
response data. The verbal cutpoint is defined as the first 
of five consecutive trial blocks in which some mention is 
made of similarity of letters or sounds between the keyword
and the correct choice is made. Pearson correlations
between the verbal and performance cutpoints, and, cutpoint 
assymetry are preseted in Table 3. These correlations were 
uniformly high for all grade levels. The extremely high 
correlations between verbal and performance cutpoints 
indicates verbal awareness of the rule was consistently 
related to the performance cutpoint in all grades. The
assymetry data show that the performance and verbal
cutpoints tended to be on identical trial blocks in the 
younger grades and approximately one trial block after the 
performance cutpoint for older children and adults. 
Proportion of Type of Response to Introtact
The proportions of type of response to introtact probe 
were converted by an arcsine transformation to make the 
proportions more appropriate for statistical analysis. 
However, for the sake of clarity, the mean values
oTABLE 3
Mean Cutpoints for Four Grade Levels
Grade
Variable 1 5 7 college
Performance Cutpoint 
M
SD
2
3.67 
3. 20 
6
4.86
6.40
28
6.09
6.60
22
4.75
4.25
33
Verbal Cut point 
M
SD
2
5.00
4.12
9
6.20
6.98
29
6.95
7.67
24
6.24
5.83
33
Cutpoint Assymmetry
M
SD
n
0.50 
0. 70 
2
-0.07
2.13
26
-0.14
1.79
21
-0.96
2.45
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Correlation 1 .00* 0.95* 0.98* 0.88*
*2 < 0.001 .
represented in Table 4 and 5 are the mean of actual
proportions of response types to introtact.
Hypotheses 5A and 5B stated that the proportion of 
response type to introtact was a function of transition
phase length. Hypothesis 5A stated that subjects with 
longer transition phase lengths were likely to have a higher 
proportion of repeat hypotheses whereas subjects with 
shorter transition phase lengths were likely to have a 
higher proportion of new hypotheses (Gholson model). 
Hypothesis 5B stated that subjects with longer transition 
phase lengths were likely to have a higher proportion of no 
hypotheses and subjects with short transition phases were 
likely to have a higher proportion of new hypotheses 
(Kendler model). To test these hypotheses, a A x 3 repeated 
measures analysis of variance was conducted with transition 
phase groups (transition phase lengths of 0, 1-2, 3-5, &
6-10) and type of response to the introtact as the factors.
The dependent variable for this analysis was the proportion 
of responses to introtact probe. Results of the analysis 
revealed no significant effect of transition phase group, £  
(3, 79) = 2.15, 2. < 0-10, but a significant interaction of
transition phase group x type of response to introtact was 
obtained, £  (6, 150) = 7.22, £  < 0.01. Means and standard
deviations for the proportion of response types and their 
arcsine values as a function of transition phase grouping 
are presented in Table 4 with their associated percentages. 
Inspection of the means in Table A reveals that subjects
TABLE 4
Mean Proportion of Response Types to Introtact 
as a Function of Transition Phase Length Grouping
Transi t ion Phase Length Grouping
Types of Response 0 1-2 3-5 6 +
No Hypothesis 
' M 0.20 0.29 0. 34 0.51
SD 0.30 0.27 0.25 0.25
n^ 26 33 20 10
New Hypothesis 
M 0.77 0.57 0.44 0.32
SD 0.32 0.28 0.25 0.17
n_ 26 33 20 10
Repeat Hypothesis 
M 0.05 0.1 A 0.22 0.17
SD 0.07 0.16 0.22 0.19
n_ 26 33 20 10
N o t e . Mean values represent the mean of actual proportions
of response types to introtact.
with very short transition phase lengths (transition phase 
of zero) had a higher proportion of new hypotheses as 
compared to no- or repeat hypotheses. Subjects with very 
long transition phase lengths (6-10 trial blocks) had a 
higher proportion of no hypotheses as compared with new or 
repeated hypotheses.
Hypotheses 6A and 6B concerned the proportion of 
response types to introtact as a function of grade level. 
Hypothesis 6A stated that younger grade groups should have a 
higher proportion of repeat hypotheses and the older grade 
groups should have a higher proportion of new hypotheses 
(G'nolson model). Hypothesis 6B stated that younger grade 
groups should have a higher proportion of no hypotheses and 
older grade groups should have a higher proportion of new 
hypotheses (Kendler model). A repeated measures analysis of 
variance for four grade levels (first, fifth, seventh, 
college) and three types of responses to introtact (no, new, 
repeat) was conducted to test the effect of grade on the 
three types of responses to i n t r o t a c t . Results of the 
analysis revealed no significant effect of grade on types of 
responses to introtact, _F (3, 165) = 0.13, j) < 0.94. There
was an interaction between grade level and types of response 
to introtact, F (6, 330) = 10.04, £  < 0.01. Inspection of
the means in Table 5 indicate that subjects in the youngest 
grade level included in the analysis (fifth) had 
approximately equal proportions of no hypotheses and new or 
repeated hypotheses. Subjects in the older grade levels
TABLE 5
Mean Proportion of Response Types to Introtact 
as a Function of Grade Level
Grade Level
Type of Response 1 5 7 college
No Hypothesis
M 0.70 0.44 0.44 0.31
SD 0.29 0.33 0.32 0.25
_n 46 41 42 40
New Hypothesis 
M 0.22 0.43 0.45 0.55
SD 0.23 0.32 0.32 0.30
n_ 46 41 42 40
Repeat Hypothesis 
M 0.09 0.11 0.14 0.12
SD 0.14 0.16 0.19 0.14
46 41 42 40
N o t e . Mean values represent the mean of actual proportions
of response types to introtact.
(seventh, college) had slightly higher proportion of new 
hypotheses and a lower proportion of no h y p o t h e s e s .
Trial Block of Last Error
The trial block of last error was the trial block 
marking the end of the transition phase and the point where 
learning changed to perfect performance. In parallel with 
the analysis of transition phase length, only subjects who 
solved the task the analysis for the trial block of last 
error included only subjects who solved the task. 
Hypothesis 7 stated that the trial block of last error 
should decrease as a function of grade level. Analysis of 
variance to test the effect of grade level on the trial 
block of last error was s i g n i f i c a n t , F (2, 77) = 4.87, £  < 
0.009 (see Table 1).
Number of Solvers
Hypothesis 8 stated that there would be more solvers, 
or subjects who reached a criterion of five errorless blocks 
of 10 trials. A one-way chi-square analysis for the four 
grade groups indicated a significant effect of grade, (3, 
N_ = 88) = 18.28, £  < 0.01. Inspection of the frequencies of 
solvers for the four grades indicated that the number of 
solvers was not a simple increasing function but rather a 
function with a peak for the fifth grade and for the college 
students (see Table 1).
Piagetian Test Data
There were not enough solvers in the first grade to 
make a strong inference about the predicted relation between
Piagetian stages and solution of the Bouthilet task. 
However, it is apparent that classification of a subject as 
being in the concrete operational stage is not necessary for 
solving the Bouthilet task. A subject was classified as
being in the concrete operational stage only if he/she
solved all three Piagetian tests. Four of the six first
grade solvers in the present study did not complete all 
three Piagetian tests. On the other hand, no one who did 
not solve any Piagetian tests solved the Bouthilet task (see 
Table 6).
The summary tables for the analyses of variance in this 
section are presented in Appendices H, I, J, and K.
TABLE 6
Number of Piagetian Tasks Solved by First Grade Subjects 
Classified as Solvers and Nonsolvers of Bouthilet Task
Number of Piagetian Tasks Solved
Bouthilet Task
Classification 0 1 2  3
Solvers 0 3 1 2
Nonsolvers 21 12 0 7
DISCUSSION
The primary objective of the present study was to 
compare the Gholson and Kendler models of concept learning. 
Four grade levels of subjects (first, fifth, seventh, and 
college) and two instructional conditions (memory and 
problem-solving) were examined. Results showed partial 
support for both models.
The trend of a decrease in transition phase length from 
fifth to college level and the finding that the number of 
subjects able to successfully discover the concept increased 
with grade level are in general agreement with both 
Gholson's and Kendler's models of concept learning. Both 
models attribute the effects of grade level to the 
development of logical abilities in the maturing child.
Two lines of evidence support the hypothesis-testing 
model. One line is the very strong correlation between the 
verbal cutpoint and the performance cutpoint. Apparently, 
the point where subjects' performance in selecting the 
correct Bouthilet item begins to rise above chance is nearly 
identical to the point where they can verbalize partial 
knowledge of the concept. Thus, they seem to be quite 
conscious of the rule as performance improves, as would be 
expected by the hypothesis-testing model. This finding does 
not rule out the possibility of incremental learning, but it 
shows no evidence of any u n c o n s c i o u s , tacit 
(nonverbalizable) learning process on this concept learning 
task.
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The second line is the lack of a significant effect of 
instructions on the length of the transition phase. 
K e n d l e r ’s model states that concepts can be learned via two 
types of learning processes. The memory instructions were 
designed to emphasize incremental rather than 
hypothesis-testing processes (cf. Reber et a 1. , 1980;
Brooks, 1978). However, subjects who solved the task in the 
two instructional conditions did not differ in transition 
phase length.
Gholson states that subjects in the preoperational 
stage cannot utilize hypothe sis-1esting processes to solve 
problems. There was some evidence that performance on 
Piagetian tests of conservation (number, mass, liquid) and 
ability to solve the Bouthilet task were related. All six 
of 4 7 first grade subjects who solved the Bouthilet task 
solved at least one of the Piagetian tests. On the other 
hand, only two of the first grade solvers successfully 
completed all three tests cf conservation and would 
therefore be classified in the concrete operational stage. 
Therefore, four of the six young solvers were not in the 
concrete operational stage.
Support for the Kendler model also comes from two lines 
of evidence in the present experiment: the transition phase 
length data and the introtact probe data. Each will be 
discussed in turn.
Kendler's model predicts long transition phase lengths 
for subjects relying on incremental processes and short
transition phase lengths for subjects relying on 
hypothe sis-1esting processes. Support for the Kendler model 
comes from the occurrence gradual learning (long transition 
phase lengths) in all grade levels. There was also some 
evidence of a bimodal distribution of transition phase 
lengths for younger subjects (grades 1 & 5), which was not 
apparent for older subjects (grade 7 & college) as predicted 
by Kendler.
The introtact probe data have proven very useful in 
analyzing changes in hypothesis-testing behavior across 
grade levels. While younger subjects were expected to have 
a higher proportion of repeated hypotheses based on 
Gnolson's model and other research on hypothesis-testing 
behavior in young children (e. g. Kemler, 1978), the 
proportion of repeat hypotheses in this experiment was very 
small across all grade levels (first grade = 9%; fifth grade 
= 11%; seventh grade = 14%; college level = 13%; see Table 
6). The introtact data indicated that the major changes 
across grade levels were an increase in the proportion of 
new hypotheses and a decrease in proportion of no 
hypotheses. Thus, the introtact data suggest that rather 
than viewing young children as totally incapable 
hypothesis-testers relying on response stereotypes (e. g. 
Gholson & Beilin, 1979), they appear to be capable of 
generating new hypotheses but more cautious or less 
systematic in generating new hypotheses.
The introtact data are also useful in clarifying 
differences in hypothesis-testing behavior as a function of 
transition phase length. The major difference between long 
and short transition phase length subjects is greater 
incidence of no-hypotheses responses and fewer 
new-hypotheses responses with long transition phase 
subjects. The incidence of repeat hypotheses also increased 
as the transition phase increased, but not as dramatically. 
Thus, similar to the effect of grade levels on type of 
response to introtact, the main difference in response type 
as a function of transition phase length appears to be more 
no-hypotheses responses and fewer new-hypotheses responses 
as transition phase length increases. The predominance of 
no-hypotheses rather than repeat hypotheses in both younger 
subjects and older long transition phase length subjects is 
more consistent with the Kendler than the Gholson model.
Thus, while there is good evidence for individual 
differences and changes in hypothesis-testing behavior 
across grade levels, all of the subjects in the present 
study do seem to have been generating hypotheses. 
Furthermore, the high correlation of the verbal and 
performance cutpoints within each grade show that verbal 
knowledge of the concept is closely linked with performance 
for all subjects on the Bouthilet task. That is, there is 
no evidence of unconscious, tacit learning in these data.
The overall pattern of results is more suggestive of a 
difference in hypothesis-testing strategy than an alternate
type of learning process. Perhaps the behavior of both the 
longer transition phase older subjects and most younger 
subjects, might best be characterized by being slow in 
generating hypotheses. Perhaps they tend to take in more 
observations before revising or generating a new hypothesis. 
Other researchers have demonstrated that subjects often do 
not revise their hypotheses on every trial and that 
individuals differ in their frequency of hypothesis revision 
(Tweney, Doherty, Worner, Pliske, Mynatt, Gross, & Arkkelin, 
1980). Tweney et a 1. (1980) have also shown that the 
optimal frequency revision depends on variables such as 
whether or not the subject is seeking to confirm or 
disconfirm hypotheses. Perhaps, given the younger child's 
less developed knowledge base (Keil, 1984) being slower to 
revise hypotheses might be adaptive (cf. Tweney, et a 1. , 
1980) .
In summary, while the results of the present study show 
individual differences and improvements in 
hypothesis-testing behavior across grade levels, the overall 
pattern of results suggests a difference in 
hypothesis-testing strategy rather than an alternate type of 
learning process. These data did not give any indication of 
tacit (n o n v e r b a 1 izab1e ) learning processes found in other 
concept learning tasks such as artifical grammars (Brooks, 
1978; Reber et al., 1980). One characteristic of the 
Bouthilet concept which might have decreased the possibility 
of obtaining tacit learning with this task is a lack of
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family resemblance among different correct choices. Perhaps 
the tacit learning process operates by abstraction of 
similarities amongst exemplars of a concept over time. In 
the Bouthilet concept, each correct item is related only to 
its keyword, not to other correct items. Therefore, 
exemplars of the Bouthilet concept (i. e., correct choice
words), have no commonalities or family resemblance with 
each other (cf. Rosch & Mervis, 1975). Future research 
should examine the role of family resemblance among concept 
exemplars during the concept formation process.
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APPENDIX A
GRAIN I Student __     letter
CONDITION: rs M (« irclr one) D.ile
X. TROUBLE
2. HOHFWORK
3. BLOOD
4. BOAT
5. FARMER
6. SISTF.R
7. CHAIR
8. HEAVEN
9. ROUND 
10. KNIGHT
f ini sh
dare
do
soi 1
think
print
dOR
love
soup
high
route
meet
comb
tip
rear;
water
hive
have
best
bake
use
cook
job
thou
my
kite
short
ever
over
girl
alonR 
talk 
I ady 
to
f rlend
rise
call
pi ane
our
bark
door
worm
tale
week
red
play
rich
law
house
ten
11. ANKLE lean grip keep nice make
12. FATHER break fly kids rate fast
*13. BLOOD do comb Job lady tale
14. SOMETHING green may should mint wrap
*15. HEAVEN love have ever plane law
*16. CHAIR dog hive short cal 1 rich
17. HORSE rose zoo hello cross pad
*18. FARMER think rear my friend red
*19. BOAT soi 1 tip thou to week
20. INTO find no eat win its
21. FOREST
22. WHALE 
*23. FARMER 
*24. BOAT
25. WOOD
26. LADDER 
*27. ANKLE
28. READY 
*29. HORSE 
*30. CHAIR
31. REPORT
32. WEATHER
*33. ANKLE
34. TRAIN
35. BEDROOM
*36. READY
>37. HORSE
*38. FOREST
39. PICTURE
*40. WHALE
paid
below
think
so i 1
cold
thin
lean
to
rose
doR
tore
million
lean
clue
book
to
rose
paid
birthday
below
Cool
how
rear^
tip
low
day
grip
your
zoo
hive
sand
word
grip
eight
beat
your
zoo
fool
until
how
store
fad
my
thou
do
head
keep
cry
hello
short
step
ten
keep
art
more
cry
hello
store
trl£
fad
toy
whom
friend
to
last
dare
nice
see
cross
call
hold
sweet
nice
rabbit
hero
see
cross
toy
lamb
whoa
tie
brown
red
week
blood
art
make
dear
pad
rich
penny
threw
make
north
name
dear
pad
tie
first
brown
*41. BEDROOM book beat more hero name
42. LISTEN sit near bless win c. 1 ub
43. TRIANGLE gain rust barn 1 Ion slate
44. INSECT study nest fool wing miss
*45. WEATHER rail 1 ion word ten sweet threw
*46. TRAIN clue eight art rabbit north
*47. CHAIR dog hive short cal 1 rich
*48. PICTURE birthday until trip lamb f irst
49. NOTHING hook phone 821 mine big
50. OFFICE oil fee come If plR
51. SEASON seat rich nose less balloon
52. CERTAIN Jug dress rain outer wind
*53. WHALE below how f ad whom brown
*54. ANKLE lean grip keep nice make
*55. REPORT tore sand step hold penny
*56. OFFICE oil fee come 11 Pig
57. TELEVISION Bong pink noise video devil
*58. TRAIN c lue eight art rabbit north
59. SENSE see not would share easy
60. WATCH such Jaw wait cat give
jl. READY to your cry see dear
j2 . NOTHING hook phone &°JL mine big
63. PAPERS three open new • cross see
64 . LISTEN sit near bless win club
65. MASTER ask bl ink home seat last
66. WORLD silly low so yard bird
67. TRIANGLE Kain rust barn 1 ion slate
68. PICTURE birthday until tri£ lamb f irst
69. DRESSES bee seeds we 11 deep allow
70. QUICKLY ice c loud luck^ start city
71. TRADE date wish deep the had
* 72. INSECT study nest fool wing miss
* 73. SENSE see not would share easy
74. PERSON rose once snap bacon nose
75. WATER where wet boys fat out
* 76. TELEVISION song pink noise video devil
77. COOKIES sick daddy six moon old
*78. BEDROOM book beat more hero name
79. GARDEN read draw art silly new
* 80. SEASON seat rich nose less ballo
U 
i
81. SMILE dim mill
82. PAPERS three open
83. LETTER heard true
84. LISTEN si t near
85. REPORT tore sand
86. AFTER tie its
87. DRESSES bee seeds
88. BROKEN like seek
89. CERTAIN Jug dress
90. TOLD did dot
91. DISCOVER drives are
92. FRIEND trip mess
93. MASTER ask blink
94. TELEVISION song pink
95. WORLD silly l_ow
96. PROMISE more his
97. BROTHER when vote
98. WATCH such jaw
99. FLOWER cow wolf
100. PERSON rose once
leak fool berry
new cross see
empty her again
bless win club
step hold penny
tear book act
well deep allow
one pour kiss
ra in outer wind
money sign cotton
sky taught different
f ire found ought
home ReaA IsBt
noL®® video devil
so yard bird
still blame third
luck there hurry
wait cat give
why then story
snap bacon nose
101. LAUGH K° hat hug zipper wagon
*102. COOK I F.S sick daddy six moon old
103. FOUND flag k ind off does half
*104. GARDEN read draw art silly new
105. CHEAT cut that puppy shot coat
106. FAMILY Joy cup r u m 1 i ve farm
*107. SENSE see not would share easy
*108. BROKEN like seek one pour kiss
*109. OFFICE oil fee come if pig
110. BLACK body green cab bare fall
111. DANGER sad rule grade post gain
*112. SMILE dim mill leak fool berry
113. SLEEPY pen spin any saw yell
*114. PAPERS three open new cross see
*115. PERSON rose once snap bacon nose
116. LIGHT tilt this that left road
*117. FLOWER cow wo 1 f why then story
*118. REPORT tore sand step hold penny
119. CATSUP room £Ut suit path race
120. SOLDIER caught spider with ball loser
O'
ro
*121. WORLD silly low so yard bird
122. ALMOST tow cold wall slam mal 1
*123. PROMISE more his still blame third
124. POCKET beat kept duck trap cow
125. DINNER right done stay middle nine
*126. TRIANGLE Rain rust barn lion slate
*127. TRADE date wish deep the had
*128. SEASON seat rich nose less balloon
129. PRACTICE we price should yet egg
130. TABLE sound talk close beat bottle
*131. WEATHER million word ten sweet threw
132. THING nine bring path night yes
*133. WATER where wet boys fat out
134. LARGE gear know law like scare
135. DANCE tack save can bake seat
*136. BEDROOM book beat more hero name
137. FIREMAN rat tears near drip neat
*138. TRAIN clue eight art rabbit north
139. SOUTH shoe mouth hot belief trust
*140. DRESSES bee seeds well deep allow
141. HEART ring goat
142. WAS law at
*143. COOKIES islck daddy
*144. BROTHER when vote
*145. READY to your
*146. DISCOVER drives are
147. ALWAYS draw base
*148. LAUGH zipper go
149. GROUND sink funny
150. PENCIL man breed
pen day Ui_e
the west
six moon old
lurk there hurry
cry see dear
sky taught different
sky choice laws
hug hat wagon
doo_r fold sun
sand gold cl Ip
*151.
152.
153.
154.
155. 
*156. 
*157. 
*158. 
*159.
160.
LIGHT
LITTLE
SPECIAL
COUNTRY
THANK
SOUTH
BROKEN
POCKET
DANCE
SILVER
tij t
Jump
J[ej£s
great
that
shoe
1 Ike
beat
tack
f un
this
1 ip
rip
lock
neat
mouth
seek
kept
save
sa 11
that
talk
f root
you
know
hot
one
duck
can
mus ic
left
ten
f t 1 I'V
city
awake
bellef
pour
trap
bake
1 i ver
road
while
lake
soup
not
trust
kiss
cow
seat
inch
<T
161. SURPRISE much put wish mommy purse
162. BATHROOM moth tell took iron will
*163. DRESSES bee seeds well deep al low
164. UNTIL laugh club 1 ine ill who
*165. HEART ring goat pen day the
166. FUNNY little f un cot yes pretty
*167. NOTHING hook phone S S I mine big
*168. BROTHER when vote luck there hurry
*169. TABLE 6ound talk close beat bot t Le
170. BRING grow milk baby yellow rib
*171. CERTAIN Jug dress ra in outer wind
*172. LARGE Bear know law like scare
173. MONEY none spoon each ham only
*174. QUICKLY ice c 1 oud 1 ucky start city
175. STREET salt rest baby shirt truck
176. ANIMAL name miss t ime deer mall
*177. SPECIAL leaps rip f ront sLow lake
*178. COUNTRY great luck you city soup
179. PERIOD first ice bee hour dip
180. MOTHER must sof t guns t hem se L
*18L.
*182.
183. 
*184.
185.
186.
187.
188. 
*189. 
*190.
MASTER
WATER
BUTTER
WATCH
SQUARE
COUNT
MEMBERS
LEADER
ALMOST
LIGHT
ask
where
look
such
van
own
plaid
behind
tow
tilt
blink
wet
tube
jaw
buy
house
bird
deal
cold
this
home
boys
three
wait
fear
actor
room
pinch
wail
that
seat
fat
busy
cat
sea
ton
elbow
was
slam
left
last
out
top
give
rug
bite
seen
hard
mail
road
191.
*192.
*193.
194.
*195.
196.
*197.
198.
199. 
*200.
KITCHEN
DISCOVER
NOTHING
DOCTOR
BLACK
BEHIND
CERTAIN
CIRCLES
PLEASE
PROMISE
went
drives
hook
stop
body
print
Ju8
test
eagle
know
are
phone
cord
green
soda
dress
room
me
h i s
upward 
sky 
got 
dumb 
cab 
hide 
ra in 
ho le
still
hitch
taught
mine
two
bare
shiny
outer
sir
po int
blame
number
different
big
rack
fail
dress
wind
blue
rod
t h ird
O'
*201. FAMILY Joy
202. RIGHT truck
203. MINUTE skin
*204. CHEAT cut
*205. AFTER tie
*206. FRIEND trip
207. JACKET back
*206. ALWAYS draw
209. TOGETHER age
210. PLANTS float
cup LLL5 live
into h_U easy
fall they pet
that puppy shot
its tear book
mess fIre found
cake Just sick
base sky choice
elbow there good
luop thin 9 fit
211. PARTY city play blue
*212. DANGER sad rule grade post
213. WITH hold wi Id hill game
*214. PRACTICE we pr ice shou1d yet
215. TEACHER supply near ha i r heat
*216. TELEVISION song pink no ise video
*217. GROUND sink f unny door fold
*218. SMILE dim mill teak fool
219. REASON high boy sand near
220. EXCURSION f root rule s 1 ow sp in
farm
giant
t le
coat
act
ought
bill
laws
hones
ball
221. VACATION 
*222. GARDEN 
*22 3. FOUND
224. BEYOND
225. ROOF 
*226. WATCH 
*227. QUICKLY 
*228. OFFICE
229. F0RCET 
'30. ESCAPE
< -ii i b
read
flag
hear
life
s u c h
ice
oil
full
away
tan
draw
k Ind
knee
duck
law
c 1 oud
fee
very
peace
gift
art
of f
keys
for
wa it
lucky
come
off
t hing
mean
sli ly
does
bar
feet
cat
start
ij
spot
happy
any
gain
it
egg
dare
dev 11
sun
berry
down
no ise
231. 
*232 . 
*233.
234.
235. 
*236.
237 . 
*2 38.
239.
*240.
MORNING
BLACK
WATER
REALLY
ARRIVE
SLEEPY
BEGAN
COOKIES
STORM
LISTEN
rai 1
body
where
h e l p
fire
pen
car
sick
f our
sit
grim
green
wet
2*JJL
river 
sp 1 n 
bean 
daddy 
t i ge r
f loor
cab
boys
most
f I ve
any
out
six
home
bless
bag
bare
fat
later
tough
saw
leg
moon
gum
win
of ten
new
half
done
old
give
city
pig
t in
cat
over 
fal 1 
out 
ful 1 
very 
yel i 
pain 
old 
most 
c lub
2 41. 
*242 . 
*24 3. 
244 . 
2k 5. 
246. 
*247. 
*248. 
*249. 
2 50.
SHARE
PAPERS
TOLD
SPRING
UNDER
ISLAND
FRIEND
WEATHER
THING
YESTERDAY
loud
three
did
ugly
hour
on
trip
mil 1 Ion
nine
whole
show
open
dot
sing
run
his
mess
word
bring
9tay
hear
new
money
along
pack
kind
f Ire
ten
path
quick
sign 
dat e 
dare 
sail 
f ound 
sweet 
night 
pony
what
see
cot ton
spot
run
before
ought
threw
yes
fly
*251. LETTER heard t rue empty her again
252. COMPUTER ate lesa far port gate
*253. FLOWER cow wo I f why then story
254. PEANUT neat fold glad penny not
*255. SOLDIER caught spider with ball loser
256. HOLIDAY key doll glad mix rich
*257. WORLD silly low SO yard bird
258. ANSWER nurse wr ite seen bear air
259. QUIET tie pin cat wait pile
*260. MASTER ask bl Ink home seat last
- 1 4 -
*261.
*262.
263.
264. 
*265. 
*266.
267.
268. 
269.
*270.
SLEEPY
FIREMAN
QUESTION
NIGHT
PICTURE
TRIANGLE
PEOPLE
DIFFERENT
PLAYING
SENSE
pen
rat
nest
bath
poor 
t ide 
walk 
see
spin
tears
purr
next
birthday until
gain rust
pole
lent
gap
not
any
near
mouse
enough
trip
barn
sin
penny
look
would
saw
drip
join
tin
lamb
1 Ion
open
wild
new
share
271. GOOD stop
*272. CATSUP room
*273. CHEAT cut
*274. AFTER tie
275. BESIDE feel
276. FINGER grin
*277. WAS law
*278. THANK that
2 79. MUSTARD said
2H0. DREAM burn
open give of
put stilt path
that puppy shot
Its tear book
month seed view
one girl win
at as the
neat know awake
across look trust
part mat[ never
je_H
neat
shim-
able
f irst
slate
also
fork
have
easy
do 
race 
coat 
act 
read 
could 
west 
not 
saw 
sea 1
O
O'
*281. DANGER sad rule grade post gain
282 . ANYTHING t ire gave order grjmt type
283. WHITE her 1 ive he give let
284. SECOND come sof t moon map seen
*285. TRADE date wish deep the had
286. BRIDGE prize six dig grow 1 ight
*287. DINNER right done stay middie nine
288. BROWN four new out no two
*289. QUICKLY Ice c loud lucky start city
*290. CATSUP rooo EMi suit path race
*291. LETTER heard true enpty her again
*292. SOLDIER caught spider with ball loser
293. STORE rose call work turn door
294. MIDDLE sleep dime cross look still
295. FEATHER poor catch blow tar soft
*296. DIFFERENT t ide lent penny wild fork
297. EXERCISE zero f ree r tee a led goose
*298. SEASON seat rich nose less ba11oon
299. OVER how f rom were or every
*300. TOLD did dot money fllRP cot ton
O'
**sj
APPENDIX B
GRADE 5 Student___________________________ Tester
CONDITION: PS M (circle one) Date
1. TREAT ease dirty plane jumpy rate
2. CHEMISTRY scrap I ark plant mill
3. OPPOSITE sweet bus day rii catch
4. MEMORY gene r isk more shave bow
5. TRANSPORT interest planet quick spirit pastor
6. HUMBLE shred mule just walk peck
7. AGAINST drank every stain them garage
8. PRIVACY high true deuce cook cry
9. MAP.RIED nar row farmer round dream choppy
10. PENCIL man gold sand breed
11. MERCHANT f ierce trash amber plywood charm
12. NEIGHBOR gown ring Jury slot lamb
13. DESSERT reader event steer trade c lump
*14. TREAT ease dirty plant jumpy rate
*15. PENCIL man Cli£ gold sand breed
* 16. MARRIED narrow farmer round dream choppy
*17. CHEMISTRY myth scrap lark plant mill
18. OFFEND done wonder stuff fog hitch
*19. AGAINST drank every sta in them garage
20. CLIMATE odors mouse civil either tall
*21. MEMORY gene risk more shave bow
*22. AGAINST drank every stain them garage
*2 3. OFFEND done wonder stuf f fog hitch
24. VOYAGE sent gave bite Job rule
*25. CHEMISTRY myth scrap lark plant mill
26. BEARD rat real mn 1 e red tall
27. SHELTER grass leather these cowboy honest
28. REMOVAL avoid study var ious travel moral
*29. HUMBLE shred raule just walk peck
30. FORTUNE nurse rotten wash burn autumn
31. NUMERAL mi Id tempt learn less br isk
32. SYLLABLE lay the br f sk test wa I k
33. WASTEBASKET place globe agi le halt seat
34. MINERAL fuzzy enemy nibble realm winner
35. NECESSARY swim ol ive yes rank purr
*36. TREAT ease dirty plant Junpy rate
*37. REMOVAL avoid study various travel moral
*38. VOYAGE sent gave bite Job rule
*39. TRANSPORT interest planet quick spir it pastor
*40. FORTUNE nurse rot ten wash burn autumn
-J-
*61. OFFEND done wonder stuf f fog hitch
*62. WASTEBASKET p lace g lobe agile hal t seat
63. IDENTICAL day 1 ice birth crop steel
*66. DESSERT reader event steer t rade clump
65. DISTURB route aonkey broken burst stand
66. HARBLE snow the real 1 ike paint
67. IDEAL lad great ra In Rirl hot
*68. MINERAL furry enemy nibble realm winner
*69. NECESSARY svia olive yes rank purr
50. MATERIAL hinge later point ruby now
*51. DESSERT reader event steer trace clump
*52. MINERAL furry enemy nibble realm winner
53. NEITHER pun shiny wi fe t ire knot
56. FORWARD dwarf nuts worn roda> known
*55. NUMERAL mi Id tempt learn less brisk
*56. MATERIAL hinge later po int ruby now
57. PRAYER shut year pa Id da i 1 y were
58. CONTEST drill cousin stone battle nat ion
59. IMPORTANT 1 iroe take draw maj) table
*60. CLIMATE odors mouse c ivil e ither tai 1
-6-
61 . APPROVE rank voice opposlte akinny
*62. CLIMATE odors mouse civil either tail
63. ACCIDENT date rate crash crime scene
66. CLEARLY learn yellow cocoa tongs really
*65. IMPORTANT 1 Ime take draw map table
66. CITIZEN since rule nice quiet milk
*6 7. BEARD rat real male red tall
68. CRYSTAL cite rather st ick cats feign
69. TRANSPORT interest planet quick spirit pastor
*70. CHEMISTRY myth scrap 1 ark plant mill
*71. SYLLABLE lay the br isk test walk
72. BLANKET library table mirror able knew
73. BEHAVIOR vain grow brave make slave
76. CEMETERY clay home found tree plant
*75. MARRIED narrow farmer round dream choppy
76. PRESSURE reply sheep purses cavity copper
*77. NUMERAL mild tempt learn less brisk
*78. SHELTER grass leather these cowboy honest
79. MESSAGE games poppy s t era amazed angry
*80. PRIVACY high true deuce cook cry
o
81. PRINCESS crash desk nice soap
inch
*82. WASTEBASKET place globe anile halt
seat
*83. MERCHANT f ierce t rash amber
plywood charm
*84. DISTURB route monkey broken burst
stand
85. REGION Brln swamp insect
gray eight
*86. PROBLEM hear taxi more meet
face
87. BEGGAR decide cable 11lueion
grab early
*88. FORTUNE nurse rot ten wash burn
autumn
*89. CONTEST drill cousin stone battle
natIon
90. OPERATE truth porter insult native
elect
91. ALPHABET halt chair bark paper
death
92. FRACTION apart train guess niece
constar
*93. TREAT ease dirty plant Jumpy
rate
94. DISASTER range exist storm column tears
*95. BEHAVIOR vain grow brave make slave
*96. CONTEST drill couaIn stone bat tle natIon
*97. NIGHTMARE sill ember heart gown pray
98. PALACE cl lp r iRld captain eagle
*99. MARBLE snow the real 1 Ike paint
100. PROBLEM hear taxi more meet face
101. PARAGRAPH cab harp rig oral barn
102. PACKAGE debt bra in man cape mine
103. SCRATCH charts p i1 low ar 1 1st pear s l r c 11 !
*104 . CLIMATE odors mouse c IvLl either tall
*105. NEIGHBOR gown ring Jury slot lamb
106. SECRET marsh court school tree pink
107. FORMULA awful forth usual beset moral
*108. SHELTER grass leather these cowboy honest
*109. PRIVACY high true deuce cook cry
*110. MEMORY gene risk more shave bow
*111. IMPORTANT lime take draw asp table
112. THEREFORE cup take so oral free
113. NONSENSE pray cocas slot son bomb
*114. MINERAL fuzzy enemy nibble realm winner
115. ARGUMENT great lollipop coat ter natlve throat
*116. VOYACE sent gave bite Job rule
*L 1 7. NEIGHBOR gown ring Jury slot lamb
*118. IDEAL lad great ra In girl hot
119. ANTHEM peace halt hat e pray flag
120. MEDICINE small dine why club se 11
-7-
121- PARADISE strap count drapes
proper roam
*122. PRAYER shut year paid da 11 y
were
123. DELIVER dr lve hook. lend relief
very
124. NICKEL juice lucky 1 Ink t rophy
castle
*125. DESSERT reader event steer t race
clump
*126. SECRET marsh court school t ree
p Ink
127. DOMINATE maiden skul I mistake imagine
f rozen
*128. PROBLEM hear taxi more meet
face
129. TALENT pale length stall hour
tat tle
*130. CITIZEN since rule nice qu let ml Ik
*131. CEMETERY clay home found tree plant
132. APPARENT apple pa int traffic trapper obvious
133. NOTICE occur twice cent dash eas 11y
134. DAYTIME taken goodbye mail know meat
135. AISLE slit left sale flash occur
136. SCULPTURE clutter midway future rubber lump
*137. APPROVE rank voice opposite sk Inny paper
*138. MATERIAL hinge later po Int ruby now
*139. CRYSTAL cite rather st ick cats
feign
*140. IDEAL lad great rain girl hot
-8-
141. HAPPINESS me 11 pride barn never shine
142. READER under ago dear book dream
*143. CLEARLY learn yel low cocoa tongs rea I ly
*144. PACKAGE debt bra 1 n man cape mine
145. CULTURE cruel pa6t head save race
*146. CEMETERY clay home f ound tree plant
*147. MERCHANT f ierce traBh amber plywood charm
148. BRACELET crate rust snap gum laid
*149. DAYTIME taken goodbye mai 1 know meat
150. LAUGHTER guide al lve 1eague spoon labor
151. PERFUME tub reef mode 1 hero mood
152. SOURCE usual ounce except cross paid
153. GRADE eggs huge under shot dear
*154. ACCIDENT date rate crash crime scene
155. CAREER desert awake race misty scale
*156. NONSENSE pray corona slot son bomb
*157. THEREFORE cup take so oral free
*158. IDENTICAL day 1 ice birth crop steel
*159. REGION grin swamp insect gray eight
160. RATTLESNAKE fold zone steer gale now
-9-
1 M  . TABLECLOTH soda f o.im late way less
162. TEAMWORK key hook nude rare great
163. ESSENTIAL tlnseI cuckoo s i1ver Instead glisten
*166. NEITHER pun shiny wife tire knot
*165. BIANKET 1 lbrary table mirror ab le knew
*166. SCULPTURE clutter midway future rubber lump
167. FAILURE useful tooth chief desire real
*168. PARAGRAPH cab harp rig ora 1 barn
* 169. DISASTER range ex 1st storm column tears
170. ERRAND dear sought nervous arrow re 1lef
*171. CLEARLY learn yellow cocoa tongs real 1^
*172. HEIGHBOR gown ring jury slot 1 amb
173. LESSON nose taught loyal steel canoe
174. POSTAL hinge st raw least slap adopt
175. TRANSFER dart street pouch famous measure
*176. MEMORY gene r lak more shave bow
*177. APPROVE rank vo Ice opposite skinny paper
*178. PRESSURE reply sheep purses cav Ity copper
179. LEADING bring drill 1iqu Id spout gained
180. TYPEWRITER c lever express regular prcit ler famous
-10-
181 . HIGHEST 1 and hiss gl ube better effort
182 . REPEAT poet prove extra lowly tape
*183. PRINCESS crash desk nice soap inch
*184. IMPORTANT 1 Irae take draw map table
*185. NEITHER pun shiny wife 11 re knot
186. RESUME escape Idiot search demand mere
187. KIDNEY duck street dine vase toss
* 18R. CLEARLY learn ye 1 low cocoa tongs really
*189. FORMULA awf ul forth usua 1 beset moral
190. SUPREME amuse baking urge purse earn
*191. CEMETERY clay home found tree plant
192. SOLUTION tools away ful 1 noodle screen
191. COMMAND lamp ripe f ree mince damn
194. REVENGE gentle witty green queen wrong
*195. DELIVER dr ive book lend relief very
*196. NICKEL Juice lucky link trophy castle
197. ELASTIC Island cause 1iqu Id steal hour
*198. NIGHTMARE ail 1 ember heart gown pray
*199. AISLE silt left sa le f lash occur
200. HUSBAND sad rise stark wish rays
-vi
u>
- If -
201. DOUBTFUL t runk but st 11 1 pr i 7.0 vhi le
*202 . CRYSTAL cite rather si i ck cats f e 1 gn
203. PARALLEL card p 1 ther leaj> so man
*204. ANTHEM pence hn 11 hate pray flaw
205. TONGUE gone sea 1 p knife stone dug
206. SCARLET apple camera arrow c reate humid
207. HANDSOME t eens I irm write fad dash
*208. MARBLE snow the real 1 Ike paint
*209. BLANKET 1ibrary table mirror able knew
*210. OPPOSITE sweet bus day F.11 catch
*211. TRANSPORT Interest planet quick spirit pastor
*212. NUMERAL ml Id tempt learn 1 ess br isk
213. TROOP tropical froR cotton she! f port
214. ABSENCE beans hurry lend 8er lous obey
*215. HUMBLE shred mul e Just walk peck
2J 6. HATCHET fill hate sum rent city
217. STRANGER pub 1 le eng ine prove grater mount
*218. MESSAGE games pnppy stem amazed angry
*219. PAIACE cl lp Iea£ rigid captain eagle
220. COMPOSE pour 1awf ul moose motor improve
- 12 -
221 . MANUFACTURE h u ­ we 11 r 1 can true fold
*222 . PENCIL man c U p gold sand breed
223. SOLID do! Is Rraph hi ind wisdom pilot
224. VALLEY rich div ids 1 eve 1 e 1 even have
*225. OPPOSITE sweet bus day Pil catch
226. UNITE winter judge couple cram tune
227 . DESIRE loan moth r i se scar fuel
*228. WASTEBASKET place globe an lie hal t seat
*229 . DISTURB route monkey broken burst stand
*230. TALENT pale length s t <i 1 1 hour tattle
*231. BECGAR dec ide cable i 1 luslon grab early
232. GOLDEN bird little left hour lend
*233. MERCHANT f ierce t rash amber plywood cha ra
*234 . ALPHABET halt chair bark paper death
*2 35. FORWARD dwarf nuts worn rodeo known
236. PRODUCT court wal 1 rodeo truck order
*237. SYLLABLE lay the br isk test walk
238. BLISTER trip face dl rt laid bite
239. SADDLE cent lead Please knit guess
240. ROOSTER laid blood si ore t rust 1 ssue
"‘nj
-£s
-I J-
*241. BEARD rat rea 1 male red tal 1
*242. NOTICE occur twice cent dash easily
243. WEALTH hea 1th (so ther threw prop wheat
244. SUBTLE tubes diary dull beat about
*245. CITIZEN since rule nice quiet milk.
246. TWICE wine locate cute wet prank
247. POLICE hands 1 Ion coil sclence wheel
248. THEATER treat soup hence engage region
*249. IDENTICAL day 1 ice birth crop stee 1
*250. APPARENT apple paint traf fic trapper obvious
♦251. BEHAVIOR vain grow brave make slave
*252. REMOVAL avoid study var ious travel moral
253. INTERRUPT ugly center pr inter gaI lows history
254. EASEL lees forgot sudden several ask
255- ADVISE equal p iano said turf dlsease
*256. PRESSURE reply sheep purses cavity copper
257 . GENEROUS eager sure first age rag
258. BOTTOM once about hike tomb touch
*259. MESSAGE gases poppy stem amazed angry
*260. PRAYER shut year paid daily were
-14-
*261. MESSAGE games poppy stem aaared angry
262. STURDY roya 1 we 1 come puddle rusty nature
*263. OPERATE truth porter insult nat ive elect
*264. APPROVE rank voice opposite skinny paper
265. HONEST loose sent pa 11 instead offer
*266. CRYSTAL cite rather stick cats feign
267. ENTERPRISE present ballad enjoy breeze renew
268. INSIDE mamma I dinner send cabin grind
269. STREAM elect matter puf f aside steel
*270. ACCIDENT date rate crash crime scene
271. NORMAL row arts cent fine omit
272 . PERFECT scold today rich tree lean
*273. BEGGAR dec ide cable 11lusion early
274. WARNING grain eye le dirty gasp swing
275. FREEDOM life child f rom wave think
*276. SYLLABLE lay the brisk test walk
277. INSTANT c loth volley nature saint t ruth
*278. OFFEND done wonder stuf f fog hitch
*279. CITIZEN since rule nice quiet milk
*280. OPPOSITE sweet bus day Eli catch
-sj
Ln
-15-
*281. DOMINATE maiden skull mistake lmagIne f rozen
*282. PARADISE strap count drapes proper roam
283. RECITE handv t ire kite coming qu let
286. TERRORS rope handy store vessel soil
*285. FRACTION apart train guess n iece constant
286. TISSUE su i t larva silk unite trial
287. WHISPER haul thin paid pew take
288. SAUSAGE couple shoe author forlorn guess
*289. MEDICINE saal I d ine why C lub sel 1
*290. SCRATCH charts pillow art 1st pear stretch
291. FOREIGN gum agent l i m knit nerve
292. CUSHION arm chin mere sure help
293. DEACON ride head glad code hand
*296. BLANKET 1ibrary table mirror ahLe knew
*295. ACCIDENT date rate crash cr ime scene
*296. NECESSARY swim ol lve rank purr
*297. REGION swamp insect gray eight
298. FILTER pipe ship state a 1 one tire
*299. FORWARD dwarf nut s worn rodeo known
300. WHEELBARROW depth town sImp Ie hoe put
*vi
o>
APPENDIX C
GRADE 7 St i n t e n t ________   Test  o r _____
CONDITION: PS M (circle one) Date
1. DELIVER ve rv d r l ve hook lend relief
2. GANGSTER then cowboy stacker ought Interest
3. FRIED fury boat drift qu i te ride
6. SOCIETY ape m<>re o 1 ten t a i f C ItS t
5. FIRMNESS apology these praIse case miners
6. REVOLVE lover giddy shove f lour power
7. GESTURE look faul t stab joke see
8. BREAD caean drug dare year gra in
9. SETTINC arbor stein goose treat engine
10. STURDY royal nature puddle we1 come tualx
*11. GANGSTER then cowboy stagger ought interest
*12. DELIVER very drive book lend re 1ie f
13. ORCHESTRA catch tiger ol lve score meat
16. WORLDLY dowrjj_ amiss reply brown young
15. PALACE rigid leap capta in eagle clip
*16. FIRMNESS apology these prai se case talaera
*17. GESTURE 1 ook f aul t stab Joke ae£_
18. SHIPWRECK deft early hole race crew
19. OPENING si ip told pine blue Rap
*20. BREAD mean drug dare year grain
- 2 -
21. BLESSING f ante Jilib c 1 ear) pray robe
*22. ORCHESTRA catch t Iger ol lve ftcore meat
23. SUBTLE about beat dnl 1 tubes diary
26. GELATIN plain telling proud knead actual
25. MAGNIFICENT rip key Isas sole risk
*26. STURDY royal nature pudd1e welcome rusty
27. VOCABULARY soft gnat write club nap
*28. SETTING arbor stein goose treat engine
*29. BREAD mean drug dare year grain
*30. OPENING si ip told pine blue feap
*31. FIRMNESS apology these praise case miners
32. COMPOSITION lane dame stop close eye
33. POSTAL hinge straw slap least adopt
*36. WORLDLY dowry amiss rep 1 y brown young
*35. PALACE rigid leap capta in eagle c 1 Ip
*36. SUBTLE about bea t dull tubes diary
37. WHEELBARROW depth town s impie hoe put
38. DISTURB burst broken monkey stand route
39. TYPEWRITER c lever express regular f ataous Pisuigt
*60. REVOLVE lover giddy shove flour power
O?
-3-
41. SOLICIT fc.hJ.LS gauze sor row robber poison
*42. STURDY roya I nature pudd1e we 1 come rusty
43. GALLONS 9 me 11 goose slope Stfn&s beech
*44. FRIED fury boat drift qu i te ride
45. DEPOSIT save slice h ive trace dflPE.
*46. GELATIN plain proud knead act ua1
47. CABINET chip rent meat Lin trade
*48. MAGNIFICENT rip key fame sole r isk
49. VOLLEY lovely raining over vei I control
*50. POSTAL hinge straw slap least adopt
51. TERRORS rope store handy vessel soil
52. PEASANT atlas cr isp form past keen
53. WEAKNESS new elm tack 1 awn vhe re
*54. TYPEWRITER clever express regular f amouB -prettier
*55. WHEELBARROW depth town simple hoe put
*56. GELATIN plain telling proud knead act ua1
57. PAMPLET br isk legal -Petal bat tle detail
58. MINERAL winner nibble enemy f uz2 y realm
*59. BLESSING fame fcUk. c 1 ean pray robe
*60. COMPOSITION lane dame stop c 1 ose eye
"61. BREAD mean
- 4 - 
drug dare year grain
62. DEGRADE body faith dagger unconsson gentle
63. FORECAST staff imp! y rapid course noon
*64. POSTAL binge straw least adopt
65. SATISFACTION chi Id scant agc urn c law
*66. DELIVER very drive book lend relief
*67. SUBTLE about beat du 1 1 tubes d iary
*68. DISTURB burst broken monkey stand route
69. REFLECTION rose tree hire canal mean
70. INTERIOR blind tore plan single field
*71. GANGSTER then cowboy staler ought interest
*72. MAGNIFICENT rip key fame sole r isk
73. RETAIL soon orb 11 thank child
*74. SHIPWRECK deft ea r 1 y ho 1 e race crew
75. MENTION sit note gale t rede which
76. NITROGEN rlnfc silly priest the pore
77. MODERATE dream fut f 11 Is ranch proud theory
78. EMPHASIS set tle fail mishap laugh oddly
*79. SOLICIT c lots gauze sorrow robber poison
*80. WEAKNESS new elm tack lawn where
- f i -
*81. SUBTLE about bea t dull tubes diary
*82. GALLONS sroe 11 goose slope songs beech
*83. MINERAL winner nibble enemy fuzzy realm
84. SEASHORE horses mutIny potato oven export
85. NOURISHMENT each v lew scour very thinner
86. PAINTER veto mine hook. 1 ion -r-?p
*87. POSTAL hinge et raw slap least adopt
88. PACKET tape or igin acqui re cabinet touch
*89. REVOLVE love giddy shove flour powsr
90. CLIMATE either civil tall odors mouse
91. TENSION parch often night f resh stone
*92. MINERAL winner nibble enemy fuzzy realm
93. PRESSURE purses cavity copper sheep reply
94. NECKIACF witty clean keep erase dance
95. KNIVES video ve in motor need 1e th In
*96. FORECAST staf f imply rap id course noon
*97. REFLECTION rose tree h 1 re canal mean
98. ADVERTISE print ^tease show wr i te case
*99. VOCABULARY sof t Rnat wr lte club nap
*100. DISTURB burst broken monkey stand route
*101 . SOCIETY ape more nf l I'M tail cost
*102. GALLONS sme I I goose slope songs beech
103. ESSENTIAL glisten instead s i1ver t insel cuckoo
*104. INTERIOR blind tore plan single f ield
105. STERLING choppy listen grea t throat went
106. AUDIENCE ear beat dance clip c lap
*107. FIRMNESS apology t hese pra i se case miners
108. APPARENT app le trapper obv lous traffic pa int
*109. VOCABULARY soft gnat write club nap
110. CHAPERON erect phone Just rash 1 lve
111. WHISPER haul thin pa id £ew take
112. SPINDLE arrow dies pr im said again
113. STRANGER grater pub 1ic engine prove mount
*114. GESTURE look fault stab joke see
*115. WHEELBARROW depth town simple hoe put
*116. ORCHESTRA catch t Iger o 11 ve score meat
117. OCEAN one po! 1 coral two cross
118. POSTPONE oppose haul shade point gone
*1 19. TENSION parch of ten night f resh stone
*120. PRESSURE purses cavity copper sheep rep I y
ao
o
- 7 -
*121. FAMPLET br isk legal me t a 1 battle deta i1
*122. DELIVER very dr ive book lend relief
123. FEDERAL high head grow poor dea 1
12A . BULLETIN raft si ide tile laid hire
125- HARRIED narrow round dream choppy
farmer
*126. WORLDLY dowry amiss reply brown young
127. CUNPOWDER planet blast worth rewound neither
128. RECENT tent subway cheat notice every
*129. SATISFACTION child scants age urn c law
*130. PALACE rigid leap captain eagle clip
131. REPUTATION trait desk mercy nest rule
*132. BLESSING f a me llife clean pray
robe
133. ARGUMENT great lolllpop natter native throat
*136. AUDIENCE ear beat dance clip clap
*135. VOLLEY lovely ra ining over ve il control
*136. NOURISHMENT each view scour very thinner
137. DOMINATE f rozen imagin skul 1 maiden mistake
*138. REVOLVE love giddy shove f lour power
139. DAYTIME neat know mail goodbye taken
160. BLANKET mirror t earn knew 1 ibrary
- H -
161 . AVIATOR curve over mo r a 1 level trait
162. POLITICS pistol rudder 1iveIy sloppy c 1 amp
*163- SPINDLE arrow d lea pr im sa id again
166. BADGER dirt blame goat rjBe toad
165. RECOVER east veer ra i 1 bean pale
166. TRANSPORT pastor qu ick spirit planet interest
*167. DEGRADE body faith dagger uncommon gent 1e
*168. FRIED fury boat drift quite ride
*169. FEDERAL high head grow poor deal
*150. ARGUMENT great lol1lpop mat ter nat ive throat
*151. SETTING arbor stein goose treat engine
152. DECISION tend rank second text c lose
*153. OPENING si ip told iiai blue Rap
156. SHUFFLE vacat ion flush hands white busy
*155. PACKET *aPe origin acqu 1 re cabinet touch
156. TRANSMIT saint fleece promise c lals alnut e
157. CHIMNEY wink nice blow mill Bight
158. MASSACRE eye tulip screaa sel I rod
*159. MENTION sit note gale trade which
*160. APPARENT apple trapper obv ious traffic pa int
0 5
-9-
161. CARNATION since dear she oat I ane
*162. BULLETIN raft si ide tile Laid hire
163. VARNISH sha 11 insect he I lo deep rains
*166. TERRORS rope store handy vessel soil
•165. ESSENTIAL glisten instead si 1 ver tinsel cuckoo
*166. GELATIN plain tel 1ing proud knead actual
167. SOUTHERN that route scar aisle peel
168. PRIKROSE lawful sugar castle mirrors open
*169. VOCABULARY soft gnat wr ite c lub nap
170. SARDINE leave use drain hunt each
171. PERPENDICULAR t laid string couch clear moon
*172. SEASHORE horBes out iny potato oven export
*173. WORLDLY dowry a tales reply brown young
176. PAYCHECK t ruck kept chap trot sh tp
*175. SETTING arbor stein goose treat engine
*176. PACKET tape or iRin acquire cabinet touch
177. MATHEMATICS doll if elbow cheat hard
*178. BLESSING fame g H b clean pray robe
179. TOURNAMENT hem dooo inch put treat
180. SAUSAGE couple shoe author forlorn guess
- t o -
*181 . CHAPERON erect phone Just rash 1 lve
*182. TYPEWRITER c lever express regular famous prettier
*183. PAINTER veto mine hook 1 ion trip
*186. STERLING choppy Iisten great throat went
185. OCCUPATION e tght ivy pac t beat catch
186. INSTANT c loth volley sa int nature truth
187. CONTRADICT contract huge you l h ability ideal
188. DRAINAGE supply e ither br ief geared wagon
189. FRACTION apart constant tra in niece guess
*190. STRANGER grater pub 1le engIne prove mount
191. REFINED slash linen pr ince dinner found
192. NICKNAME chess kin grant pluap ego
*193. SHIPWRECK deft early ho 1 e race prew
196. PRODUCT order truck wal 1 court rodeo
195. TERMINATE godly among tower matter hidden
*196. PALACE rigid leap_ captain eagle c lip
*197. RETAIL soon later orbit thank child
*198. TENSION parch often night f resh stone
*199. DEPOSIT save si ice h i ve t race dope
200. FRATERNITY wife rest off train win
00
K?
*201. FORECAST staf f imp 1 y rap id course noon
*202. DEGRADE body faith dagger uncommon gent le
203. DAYBREAK pear I ready vie Ioub stray admire
*204. SOCIETY H|X more of ten tail
cost
205- PARALYZE bell cable real rae link
206. FORMUtA awful usual forth moral beset
207. VIBRATE c1 ussy arrival heavy beaver arrival
208. HIGHEST land hiss globe better ef fort
*209. OPENING si ip Cold pine blue gap
*210. DISTURB burst broken eonkey stand route
211. TEXTURE true fluid week guilt buy
212. NIBBLE frosty line blink gone voice
213. SPARKLE phone explore spider thumb pearls
*214. WEAKNESS neu elm tack lawn where
215. MESSAGE games poppy stem amazed angry
216. LABORATORY sport wish jest tray deal
*217. PFASANT at las cr Isp form past keen
*218. TERRORS rope store handy vessel soi l
*219. SEASHORE horses mut iny potato oven export
*220, CHAPERON erect phone Just rash 1 lve
- 1 2 -
221 . ORIENTAL lyric hike train slant kin
*222 . GESTURE 1 ook fault stab joke see
223. LEOPARD mystify pearl sport afford ocean
*224. STURDY royal nature puddle welcome rusty
*225. PRESSURE purses cav ity copper sheep reply
*226. STRANGER grater pub 1ic eng f ne prove mount
*227 . WHISPER haul thin pa id pew Lake
228. CONVENTION dash iins. work like part
229. SWEETHEART t_ears_ won dress neck try
230. NARCOTIC pony singe van rant swim
231. AGENCY ca*e_ show act book claim
232. PIMPLE three brag cook grip
*233. MODERATE dream fulf ills ranch proud theory
*234. DOMINATE f rozen imagine sku 11 maiden mistake
235. EMERALD hand dec ide p 1 a in leader whisk
*236. SHIPWRECK deft early hole race crew
*237. KNIVES video vein motor needle thin
*238. NOURISHMENT each view scour very thinner
239. KINDERGARTEN wal 1 show over play grade
240. INTERPOSE c law other penc iI stripe measure
00 
W
-11-
241. RECITE handy ( Ire kite coming quiet
*242. SOCIETY ape more of ten tail cost
243. CARELESS thread eleven photo sa 1 es reason
*244. CLIMATE e Ither civil tail odors mouse
245. SANITARY tra Ins molecule beside honpst easy
*246. AUDIENCE ear beat dance cl ij> clap
247. COMPLIES s 1 iae grant locate press juice
*248. SPINDLE arrow dies pr im sa id again
*249. PAMPLET brisk legal meta I battle detai L
250. COMMAND lamp mince r ipe f ree damn
251. PENCIL breed sand gold cl Ip man
252. VISITOR grave truth orb It calm sort
*253. MAGNIFICENT rip key fame sole r isk
*254. DEPOSIT save si ice h ive trace dope
*255. DOMINATE frozen imagine skul 1 maiden mistake
*256. MARRIED narrow round dream choppy farmer
25 7. MASCULINE fold wh Ich si ime table pear
258. ROUTINE trout happy oxygen pilot cou Id
259. PITCHER e 1 ave trip chant desire Idea
*260. OCEAN one po 1 I coral two cross
*261. ARGUMENT great lollipop mat t e r native throat
262. ELASTIC steal hour ilqu Id cause island
263. ACTRESS crest fluid return settle twice
*264. ADVERTISE pr int tease show wr ite case
265. EARTHWORM vividly warmth relate murder t he ir
*266. EMPHASIS settle fal I mi shap laugh odd i y
*267 . SOLICIT clots gauze sorrow robber poison
268. DRAWING cord drove tide locket grain
269. PROTEINS minus twist st f iji_e black cousIn
*270. NECKLACE witty clean keep erase dance
*271. GANGSTER then cowboy stagger ought interest
*272. RECENT tent suhway chen t not ice every
*273. APPARENT apple trapper obv ious traff ic paint
*274 , FRIED f ury boat drift quite jLide
275. WATERMELON arch Bran law desire pay
276. AMBULANCE run blare best mad clean
277 . WHOLESOME gain slow we ight dead mouth
*278. PEASANT atlas c r Isp form past keen
279. OINTMENT forth mint sure neat same
280. INVERT above poppy rent video turn
t?
o
- I  s -
*281 . PAINTER veto mine hook 1 Ion k i p
*282. CLIMATE either civil tail odors mouse
*283- CABINET ch lp rent meat U a trade
282*. RECEIPT game wild learn man price
285- WHITEWASH way tack shrug place stew
286. ANCESTOR trail pick want t race gain
287. LIBERATE act ive tribal fond engine water
*288. TYPEWRITER clever express regular famous prett ier
*289. WHEELBARROW depth town sImp 1e hoe put
290. SUCKER 1 aymen range cues barks keep
*291. POSTPONE oppose haul shade point gone
*292. ORCHESTRA cat ch tiger olive score meat
*293. GUNPOWDER planet blast worth rewound ne ither
294. HEADLINE nailed truat design length Inner
295. TISSUE larva silk unite suit t r lal
296. PREVIOUS cage meat pose too urge
*297. NITROGEN ring silly priest the pore
298. TARGET picnic least ma t c h t hen
299. SECRET pink school court marsh tree _
*300. RECEIPT game wild learn man pr Ice
00
L-H
APPENDIX D
NO-A COND PS M Subject N.imo
Date
1.PARTICLE crate giant easy sea 1 f luid
2. PAROLE rape hump earn i nch your
3. DISTINCTION t ide vein suite shoe cost
4 .SAPPHIRE could from rule phrase coin
5.SEPARATE sun slip tide far apart
6.SALAMANDER job small other way coin
7.PARALYZE bell cable real me link
8 .DIVISION vice suck very army nod
9.PARALLEL car either l e a ^ so man
10.DIVORCE glad coin dove file help
1 1 .DOUBTFUL trunk but still prize whi le
*12.PARTICLE crate giant easy seal fluid
1 3 . 5ADDLE lead cent please knit guess
* 1 4 .SALAMANDER job smal 1 other way coin
15.SACRIFICE word urge exit came safe
*16 .DISTINCTION t ide vein suite shoe cost
17 . REVIEW cow sing w_ire_ make nerve
*18. PAROLE rape hump earn inch your
19.SERENADE dear idea learn liar dull
*20.SAPPHIRE could f rom rule phrase coin
NO-A
21 .PERPENDICULAR t imid string couch clear moon
*22.PARALLEL ca r either leap so man
*23.SACRIFICE word urge exit came safe
2 4 .SHIPWRECK deft ear 1 y hole race crew
*25.PAROLE rape hump earn inch your
*26.DIVORCE glad coin dove file help
*27.SADDLE lead cent please knit guess
28 .SILVERY any speak over vi le arrow
29.PASTURE fill rest spot wai t grow
30.DEPOSIT save dope hive trace si ice
*31.SALAMANDER job smal 1 other way coin
*32.DISTINCTION tide vein suite shoe cost
*33.SAPPHIRE could f rom rule phrase coin
*34.PARALYZE bell cable real me 1 ink
35.EMOTION only sing comb half tone
*36.SEPARATE sun slip tide far apart
37.DESIRE loan moth scar fuel
3 8 .EFFICIENT fear cart cent_ such good
39.ELABORATE alone tame be 11 make small
40.EMBARRASS 1 aw merry c 1 imb bad smear
CC
N O - A
-  <-
4 1 .ENTHUSIASM nurse stunt open mouse laid
42.MANUFACTURE we 11 c 1 ean .true fold big
*43.DESIRE loan moth r i se scar f ue 1
*44.SILVERY any speak over vile arrow
*45.SHIPWRECK deft early hole race £ r e w
4 6 .MAJORITY 1 isp mar steel eye risk
4 7 .DISPATCH cost send fast this term
48.PEASANT atlas crisp form past keen
*49.SERENADE dear idea learn liar dull
*50.REVIEW cow s ing wire make nerve
5 1 .PENCIL breed sand gold cl ip man
*52.MANUFACTURE we 11 c lean true fold big
53.PERFECT scold today r ich _tree 1 ean
5 4 .PERFUME tub ree f model hero mood
*55.SILVERY any speak over vile a r row
* 5 6 .DEPOSIT save dope hive trace si ice
*57.PERPENDICULAR t imid string couch clear moon
*58.SACRIFICE word urge exit came safe
59.PERIODIC stu f f lapse hill hang _dr ip
6 0 .CONVENTION dash vine work 1 ike part
n o - a
61 . CULTURE past cruel race head save
62. CUSHION a rm chin mere sure hel p
63. DANGER clan game life fast red
64 . DEACON ride head glad code hand
65. SARDINE leave used drain hunt each
*66. PERFUME tub Eeef model hero mood
*67 . PERFECT scold today rich tree lean
*68. DESIRE loan moth rise scar fuel
*69. ELABORATE alone tame bfLlt make small
*70. EMBARRASS law merry climb bad smear
71 . SATCHEL chase join f rame big union
72. SATISFACTION chi Id scant age urn claw
73. SEPARATE sun slip tide far apart
74. DRAGON groan crab silk new fire
75. SENTIMENTAL f lask tease run triple earth
76. CONVENTION dash vine work 1 ike part
77. SAT AMANDER job small other way coin
78. ENTHUSIASM nurse stunt open mouse lord
79. SILVERY any speak over vi le arrow
80. EASTWARD came trad£ while plea wind
c
c
N O - A
81 .EDUCATION gram cattle them think dean
82.DECENT pen half help head need
83.DECISION tend rank second text c lose
8 4.RECEIPT game wild learn man price
85.RATTLESNAKE now gale steer zone fold
* 8 6 .CONVENTION dash vine work like part
*87 .CULTURE past cruel race head save
* 8 8 .CUSHION arm chin mere sure help
* 8 9 .DOUBTFUL trunk but. still prize while
*90.SHIPWRECK deft early hole race crew
9 1 .RAILROAD fork lord si im dig home
*92.PEASANT atlas crisp form past keen
*93.ENTHUSIASM nurse stunt open mouse lord
9 4 .QUESTION sit good died half f loor
95.LABORATORY sport wish jest dea 1 tray
96.LEATHER ocean rake happy heat still
* 9 7 .MANUFACTURE welt c lean t rue fold big
*98.MAJORITY lisp mar steel eye risk
*99.DISPATCH cost send fast this term
100.LECTURE heavy seek four cheat rule
N O - A
10 I . LAUGHTER 
*102.DIVORCE 
103.LAUGHABLE 
*106.SHIPWRECK 
*105.SATISFACTION
106.LANDSCAPE
107.MATERIAL 
*108.SATCHEL 
*109.DISPATCH
110.MASSACRE
glad
screw
deft
chi Id
rigid
later
chase
cost
senega
what
coin
art
early
scant
green
point
join
send
rod
speak
dove
flat
hole
age
whose
ruby
frame
fast
sel 1
trip
file
bag
race
urn
still
now
blR
this
tulip
lady 
help 
of ten 
61611-  
claw
pea:ce
hinge
union
term
eye
lit.MASCULINE 
*112.PENCIL 
113.NARCOTIC 
116.NAMELESS 
I 15.CHESTNUT 
*1 16. Dj; VISION 
*1 17.DRAGON 
*118.SENTIMENTAL 
*119.EMBARRASS 
120.CHEMISTRY
sitae-
breed
pony
lease,
poppy
vice
groan _
flask
law
myth
table
sand
singe
bring
land
suck
crab
tease
merry
scrap
pear
gold
van
evil
know
very
silk
run
c 1 lmb
lark
which
CU£
rant
inch
thus
army
new
triple
bad
plant
fold
■an
swim
priest
hare
nod
fire
earth
mil 1
OD
vC
N O - A
121.CHARACTER 
122.INTEREST 
12 3.feEA.RD 
*124.DOUBTFUL 
*125.PERFECT 
*126.I.AUGHABLE 
*12 7.LEATHER 
*128.PERFUME 
129.BEHAVIOR 
I 30.BEWILDER
lean
gift
real
trunk
scold
screw
ocean
tub
vain
wide
trace
wise
ma 1 e
but
today
art
rake
ree f
slave
t ime
slate
trite
tall
still
rich
flat
happy
mode 1
make
rise
devi I 
f our 
red 
pr i re 
t ree 
hag_ 
tig at 
hero 
grow 
learn
ripe
pen
rat
whi le
lean
often
still
mood
brave
gum
131.BLESSINC 
*132.PAROLE 
133.CHAPERON 
*134.PARALLEL 
135.FREIGHT 
I 36.RECOMMEND 
137.RECOVER 
*138.SARDINE 
* I 39.HAJORITY 
*140.EMOTION
c lean
rape
erect
harm
east
leave
l i sp 
mil y
pray
hump
phone
either
h I re
too re
veej
used
ma r
sing
robe
earn
Just
leap
echo 
pan 
ra 11 
d£n in 
st ee 1 
com))
fame
Inch
rash
so
war
rent
bean
hunt
eye
ha 1 f
gjjb
your
1 Ive
man
hour
ta 1 1
pale
each
risk
tone
N O - A
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14 1.OCEAN one poll coral two cross
*14 2.MASSACRE scream rod se 11 tul ip eye
*143.DECISION tend rank second text c lose
I 44.OCCUPATION eight ivy pac t beat catch
145 .01LCU3TH coo 1 law brave gas meal
146.INSECT st udy fool miss wing nest
*147.SERENADE dear Idea learn 1 iar dul 1
*148. PEASANT at las cr isp form past keen
*149.LABORATORY sport wish Jest deal t ray
150.INSIDE spo 11 been d tn sail four
151.ORANGE h 1 ps fair very sweet near
152.ORCHESTRA catch score tiger ol Ive meat
153.INSTRUMENT st rum leave base penny sing
*154.BEWILDER wide t ime r Ise learn gum
*155.INTEREST gift wise trite four pen
156.INTERNAL slow above tube ear fare
157.0R1CLE warm them grip cup lore
*158.CHARACTER lean trace slate devi 1 r ipe
*159.BEARD re.i 1 ma ie tall red rat
*160.SACRIFICE word urge exit came safe
vO
O
N O - A
16 1 .CHIVALRY 
*162.BEHAVIOR 
*163.PASTURE 
166.VAGABOND
165.VESTIBULE
166.VIOLET 
*167.DANGER 
*168.CUSHION 
*169.CULTURE
170.VINEGAR
hiirp
vain
fill
paw
fill
gain
c Ian
arm
past
red
mink
slave
rest
*!?_&.
never
f rai 1
game
chin
cruel
dome
rose
make
spot
simple
teen
blame
life
mare
race
shame
poem
grow
wait
mass
word
waste
fast
sure
head
hear
1 acy
brave
grow
ed 1l
t i le
love
red
help
save
gra 1 n
*1 71 .DIVORCE 
* 1 7 2 .PARALLEL 
*173.DOUBTFUL 
*176.SEPARATE 
*175.LAUGHTER 
I 76.VOCABULARY 
177. NORTHERN 
i 78.VOYAGE
179.WASTEBASKET
180. WATERMEl/JN
glad
car
trunk
sun
rage
club
open
bite
halt
arch
coin
either
but
si ip
what
nap
horn
job
aRlle
dove
leap
still
t Ide
speak
wr ite
test
gave
globe
file
so
prize
far
tr ip
gnat
royal
rule
place
desire
he lp
man
while
apart
lady
soft
blue
sent
seat
pay
NU-A
10.
181.NUMERAL 
*182.SATCHEL 
* IR3.DANGER 
*186.SADDLE
185.MAIDEN
186.NUMEROUS 
*187.DIVISION 
*188.PASTURE
189.NUNNERY
190.NURSERY
learn
chase
c lan
lead
name
tract
vice
fill
t Ime
blue
less
join
game
cent
run
more
suck
rest
me a 1
many
hr isk
f rame
life
please
door
cross
very
spot
your
stay
tempt
big
fast
knit
ship
yard
army
wait
mild
union
red
guess
rose
less
nod
grow
hour
lie
191.NUTCRACKER
192.OBJECT 
*193.EFFICIENT 
196.OPPOSITE 
195.OPTIMISM 
*196.EASTWARD 
*197.SENTIMENTAL 
*198.DRAGON 
*199.SATISFACTION 
200.MEMORY
trace
still
fear
e b
stop
came
f 1 ask
groan
child
shave
cloth
f Ine
cart
sweet
ankle
trade
tease
crab
scant
more
color
evil
cent
bus
pad
while
run
silk
age
bow
luck
cob
such
day
short
plea
triple
new
urn
risk
teeth
bones
good
catch
gas
wind
earth
f ire
claw
gene
N O - A
201 . 
* 2 0 2 . 
*203.
204.
205. 
*206. 
*207.
208 . 
209. 
*2 1 0.
*211 . 
*2 1 2 .
213.
*214.
*215.
216.
217.
*218.
219.
220.
CIRCUMSTANCE
LANDSCAPE
PARTICLE
MENTION
MINERAL
DEPOSIr
DECENT
CITIZEN
CIVILIZATION
EDUCATION
fall
rigid
crate
sit
6hoe
save
pen
milk
vital
gram
ex i t
green
giant
note
rare
dope
half
quiet
magic
catt le
t ack
whose
easy
gale
aisle
hive
help
nice
die
them
st ra in
still
seal
trade
bond
t race
head
rule
trap
think
1 1 . 
know
peace
fluid
wh 1 ch
pawn
slice
need
since
sin
dean
PERIODIC
DEACON
WEATHER
QUESTION
LECTURE
WELCOME
NECESSARY
RAILROAD
NATION
NATIVE
stuff
ride
ugly
ait
heavy
gin
swim
fork
white
sword
lapse
head
rai I
good
seek
shove
ol Ive
lord
sk ip
rye
hill
glad
mix
died
four
lift
rank
si im
rust
make
hang
code
tree
half
cheat
mellow
purr
dig
pulp
pun
dr ip 
hand 
g 1 obe 
floor 
ru le 
spot 
yes 
home 
t in 
ve in
N O - A
221 . MACHINE art chain ha 1 1 voice
12.
break
*222 . RATTLESNAKE now gale steer zone fold
223. WHEELBARROW depth town 8 imp 1e hoe put
*224. DECISION tend rank second text e lose
225. WHISPER haul thin paid pew take
226. COMPOSITION lane dane eye close stop
*227. RECEIPT game wild learn roan pr ice
*228. DECENT pen half help head need
*229. EDUCATION gram cat tie them think dean
2 30. WHITEWASH way tack shrug place stew
*231. PENCIL breed sand gold clip man
232. WHOLESOME mouth slow dear weigh gain
233. CI-ASSICAL sail lamp slow hard s ink
*234. CHESTNUT poppy land know thus hare
235. YOURSELF slur under creep honor man
236. NITROGEN ring silly priest the pore
*237. NAMELESS lease br Ing evi 1 inch priest
*238. PERPENDICULAR t iraid string couch clear moon
*239. EASTWARD came trade wh i I e plea wind
240. COMMAND damn mince free r ipe lamp
vO 
ho
Nn-A
*241. CHAPERON erect
24 2. NOCTURNE time
*243. PERPENDICULAR timid
244. NOURISHMENT each
245. BACHELOR brow
*246. BLESSING clean
*247. NARCOTIC pony
*248. MATERIAL later
249. NONSENSE pray
250. NORMAL row
251. HUSBAND Bad
252. ICEBOAT other
*253. DEPOSIT save
*254. EMBARRASS law
*255. PARALYZE bell
256. IDEAL hot
*257. MASCULINE slime
258. IGNORANT port
*259. DIVISION vice
260. IDENTICAL day
I 1.
phone just rash I ive
era foul w 1 ngs dark
st r ing couch moon
view scour very thinner
boy one name c lear
pray robe fame glib
singe van rant swim
point ruby now h Inge
conma bomb slot son
are cent f ine omit
stark wish ray rise
steej Job ful 1 ba it
dope hive t race si ice
merry c 1 imb bad smear
cable real me 1 Ink
girl lad rain Rreat
t abie pear wh ich fold
train grass rise much
suck very army nod
lice b lrt h c rop steel
N O - A
14 .
261.INGREDIENT 
*26.!.EFFICIENT 
263.BADGER 
*264.PARTICLE 
*265.CHEMISTRY 
*266.SERENADE 
*267.REVIEW 
26R.BANKRUPT 
269-OBSERVATION 
270.OFFEND
del t
f car
rage
crate
myth
dear
cow
gain
tact
house
I Jar
cart
dirt
giant
scrap
Idea
sing
Rone
f rom
Bui t
with
i ent
toad
easy
lark.
learn
wire
trap
reta In
mild
chief
such
goat
seal
plant
1 lar
make
ruin
idle
same
r ide
good
blame
fluid
mill
du 11
nerve
save
day
done
*27!.SAPPHIRE 
*272.ELABORATE 
*273.DISTINCTION 
*274.EFFICIENT 
*275.DESIRE 
276.CABINET 
27 7.CARNATION 
278.CEMETERY 
279-MISTLETOE 
280.Ml STRESS
could
alone
t ide
fear
loan
chip
oat
c lay
lazy
gin
f rom 
tame 
ve in 
cart 
too t h 
rent 
! ane 
home 
st ore 
1 1ft
rule
belt
suite
cent
r lse
meat
she
found
day
lot
phrase
make
shoe
such
scar
trade
dear
tree
scab
sword ■
coin
small
cost
good
fuel
t in
since
plant
tote
trim
v£)
Lo
NU-A
281.BARRIER east shame rare rea 1 pole
*282.DEACON ride head glad code hand
283.BARTER 1 oan (?aln d Ime grain J>eat
284.BASHFUL pale f ine like f lush male
*285.REVIEW cow sing wire make nerve
*286.PASTURE fill rest spot wait grow
*287.ELABORATE alone tame belt make Rtna 11
*2R8.PARALYZE bel 1 cable real roe 1 Ink
289.PRIMITIVE best teeth trip Job try
290.PRIMROSE wind read air ride spore
291.EXAMPLE p lea_ news fear come style
292.ORIENTAL 'lyric hike kin slant train
*29 3.SADDLE lead cent please knit guess
*294.EMOTION on! y sinR comb hal f tone
*295.PERIODIC stuf f lapse hill hang dr Ip
*296.SARDINE leave used drain hunt each
297.PACKAGE debt grain man cape mine
298.PAINTER veto mine hook 1 ion trip
299.PARAGRAPH cab harp riR ora 1 barn
*300.DEACON r Ide head glad code hand
APPENDIX E
No-H 0>N!> PS M Subject Name NO- LI
PACE V s Test vi
P.it e
-----
-1-
! .MEDICINE sma 11 d Ine why c 1 ub so 11 *2!.MEDICINE sme 1! dlne why c 1 ub sell
2.FICTION coin 1 ine we 1 1 alone f ive *22.BRIDGE raft tense canal girder path
3. INCIDENT run very hang jobs
*31.FEMALE year please come a 1 one i
4.FEMALE year please come a 1 one *24.PRIVACY cook deuce t rue hi-h
5.MEASURE ream witch e 1 m kind rate *25.REFINEMENT coin soup f ame f ree
6.BRIDGE raft tense canal girder path 26.PICTURE more true vei 1 f ieid haste
7.IMPORTANT full tuck among rush -IHB-
27.RELEASE see 1 and dash king stamp
B.REPUTATION trait deBk mercy nest r u 1 e
28.PEWTER sneer grow 1 ean camp ULSS.
9.FEDERAL high head grow poor jteal
29.BRILLIANT train long cheat f ame glnu
10.FEATURE ear song date halt dul 1
30.FILTER pipe ship state alone tire
' U.MEASURE ream witch elm kind rate 31.THEREFORE cup rake so oral
*12.FEMALE year please come si one jU » £
32.POSTPONE rai I table way job
*13.MEDICINE srael 1 dine why c lub se 11 33.ADMIRAL game strip skip draa sing
14.AMBULANCE c lean mad best blare run 34.COTTAGE elf coat but mince comb
*15. REPUTATION trait desk mercy nest rule *35.MEDICINE seel 1 d ine why c 1 ub ael 1
*16.BRIDGE raf t tense canal girder path
*36.PICTURE more true veil field haste
17.NIGHTMARE sill ember heart gown pray *37.FICTION coin 1 Ine wel I alone f ive
18.PRIVACY cook deuce cry t rue high 38.BULLETIN raft s 1 ide tile laid hire
19.REFLECT ION rose cana 1 mean hire trce_ *39.REFINEMENT coin soup f ame free Rap
20.REFINEMENT coin soup f ame f ree Rap
*40.REFLECTION rose canal mean h ire ttye
vO
O'
n o -h
- j-
41.BREAD 
*42.FEDERAL
43.MATHEMATICS
44.AGENCY
45.PURCHASE
46.HATCHET 
*47.POSTPONE 
*48. PICTURE.
*49.BULLETIN 
*50 .THF.REFHRE
drug
high
doll
cage
case 
fill 
rail 
more 
ral t 
cup
year
head
If
show
warm
hate
tab le
true
si Ide
rake
Jau
grow 
chyai 
act 
n ice 
sum 
spot 
ve 1 I 
tile
grain 
poor 
elbow 
book 
b 1 ue 
rent 
way 
f ield
laid
oral
mean
jlfcUi
hard 
c 1 aim 
soup 
c Ity 
Job 
haste 
h Ire 
1 ree_
*51.ADMIRAL Rame strip sk i p dram
*52.BRILLIANT t rain long cheat f amp
53.ADVERTISE print teqge show wr 11 e
54.EXCURSION f ront rule noise spin
55.VACATION bank herd comb mix
56.ANTHEM pray flag hal t
*57.PEWTER sneer Rrov 1 ean camp
*58.NIGHTMARE sill ember I'gaxi gown
*59.REPUTATION trait desk me r i y nest
60.STATEMENT ring priest ) nr y ol Ive
sing
glow
case
slow
yuL
peace 
t ree 
pray 
ru I e 
meant
N O - H
-4-
61 .GALLANT wa I k i hunk t a 11 sire does
62 .REGIMENT fed rash pack ^reetv sense
63.APPROACH gain car veer drag beat
*64.FILTER pipe ship state a lone tire
*65.COTTAGE elf coat but mince comb
*66.REFLECTION rose cana I mean hire tree
*67.MATHEMATICS doll if cheat elbow ha rd
*68.BREAD drug year dats. gra In mean
69.PRECAUTION lady tall Idea title crate _
70.PHILOSOPHY nasal pare cloth cof fee spo i 1
*71.PICTURE more true veil f ield haste
*72.FEMALE year please come a lone leal
*7 3.FEATURE song dale ha 11 du 11
74.ILLUSION will bar J W L boom see
*75.POSTPONE rai I table SJJOt way Job
76.CONSCIENCE lame pa t h met *iuac need
77.CHIMNEY wink m 1 ght mill mice blow
*78.AMBULANCE clean mad best b 1 a re run
79 .BURLLSiJUl ma le 1 Ice <|ucer green hire
80.FEATHER tar c a t ch b I ow Klif t poor
vO
'vj
NO-B NO-B
-5- _f,_
PI.AUDIENCE ear be.i t dance C 1 l|l c 1 a p 101.HARMONY tale moan ga i n b ib 1 e chair
*82.REFINEMENT coin S*>up f ame free g-H> *102.REGIMENT f ed rash pack green sense
*83.IMPORTANT ful I tuck among rush trap 103.ARRIVAL train rati 1 eave came won
*84.FEDERAL high head grow poor dea I *104.APPROACH gain car veer drag beat
*85. AMBULANCE jU-gan- raad best bl are run 105.PRIMROSE wind read a i r ride spore
*86.ILLUSION will bar sun boom see 106. KINDERGARTEN wa 11 show over play grade
8 7.MANAGER push bear mean cmiRh rigid l07.PIMPI.fi three brag cook pile grip
88.IMPERIAL late triple r ush pr Ime bang *108.FEATURE ear song dat e halt dull
89.PREVIOUS cage meat pose too urge *109.PRIVACY cook deuce cry t rue high
90.PLANTS sat bal I thin lump f In,-it *110.HATCHET fill hate sum rent city
91.OPENING slip told pine blue Rap
*92. MANAGER push bear mean cough rigid
111.SLOVENLY loose hinge penny bul I 111
*93.IMPORTANT full tuck among rush trap
*1 12.ADVERTISE print tease show write case
94.REPUBLIC shut chip comb price load
1 13.SLUMBER cub pen half fork dale
*95.VACATION bank herd comb mix tan
*1 14.PRIVACY cook deuce c j x t rue high
*96.BRIDGE raft tense cana 1 girder pat h
*115.EXCURSION front rule noise spin slow
97.GESTURE see Joke stab f aul t look
116.SMOTHER apt crust more si lm claim
98.SYLLABLE .lay the br Isk walk test
*1 I 7.MANACER push beat mean cough rigid
*99.CONSCIENCE lame pat h met none need
118.JOURNAL pour sled boss wr i t e loan
100.INFECTION smoke e Ise chief f Ield f ine
*119.AUDIENCE 
120.NEIGHBOR
ear 
1 a mb
beat
slot
dance
Jury
c 1 ip 
rinfc
clap
gown
v£>
no
N(>-H
ITI.FORESTALL sand
122.FREEDOM child
12 3. FRATERNITY wile
124.FOREIGN gum
125.HAKBLE snow
*126. BRILLIANT tiaj_n
*12 7.BREAD drug
*128.GALLANT walk
*129.NIGHTMARE sill
*130.FICTION coin
*131.ADMIRAL game
*132.INFECTION smoke
I 3 3.ICEBOAT other
I 34 - DOUBTFUL trunk
*135.BULLETIN raft
*136.HATCHET fill
*137.MATHEMATICS doll
!38.SPENDTHRIFT rare
139.WEAKNESS elm
UO. INTERIOR blind
- 7 -
think i.iIm - 9 la l e
from wave think
rest ot f win
agent rIng knit
the reaI like
long cheat fame
year dare_ grain
chunk t£lJ sire
ember heart gown
1ine we 11 alone
strip skip dram
else chlef field
steel job f u11
jmt still prize
slide ttlfi
frata sum rent
If cheat elbow
fate quick towel
tack lawn where
tore plan single
bet
life
train
nerve
pa int
glow
mean
does
pray
five
sing
fine 
bait 
wh i 1 e 
h I re 
city 
hard 
pr Ide 
new 
field
N O - B
141 .MANUFACTURE welt clean t rue fold big
142.MINERAL shoe rare? aisle bond pawn
*143.WEAKNESS elm lack 1 awn where new
*144.PHILOSOPHY nasal pare cloth cof f ee s p o  i 1
*143.PURCHASE case warm nice b 1 ue soup
146. IGNORANT port train grass r I se much
147.MAJORITY lisp a & i steel eye risk
148.BARTER loan gain d ime grain beat
* 149. GAI.l.ANT walk chunk t a U sfre does
*150.THEREFORE cup rake so oral U e £
*151.STATEMENT ring priest Jury ol ive meant
152.RATTLESNAKE now gale steer zone fold
153.PEASANT atlas crisp form b a&l keen
154.VINEGAR red dome shame hear grain
*155.EXCURSION f ront rule sp in s I ow
* 1 56.SYLLABLE lay the br isk walk test
*157.GESTURE see joke st ab fault look
*138.REFLECT ION rose canal mean hire tree
159.HOPEFUL lock e I ght city pole t ime
160.INCLINATION come hour t-tlL short gone
vT>
\0
N< D
*lhl. FRATERNITY
162.INDIFFERENT 
*163.FOREIGN 
M64.HARBLE 
lb5.IMAGE 
166.TEACHER 
*167.BURLESQUE 
*168.CHIMNEY 
169.TEAMWORK 
i 70.EXPRESSION
wife 
f rjend 
gum 
snow
float 
Bale 
wink 
key 
c 1 oak
rest
past
agent
the
help
card
1 Ice
might
hook
sort
off
ma in
tin%
real _
dump
there
queer
mill
nude
PPQX
win
t rare
knit
like
f ad
pit
green
nice
rare
thing
t ra I n
pour
nerve
pa int
rush
sun
hire
blow
great
sneer
*171.INCIDENT
172.PROCESS 
*173.AGENCY 
174.NEITHER 
I 75.HANDSOME 
176.HAPPINESS 
177.INVALID 
*1 78.PURCHASE 
*179.PLANTS 
*180.FORESTALL
kind
ragg.
wife
teens
Shipe
field
case
sat
sand
very
score
show
knot
f 1 rm
never
truck
warm
ball
th ink
hang
pul 1
act
shiny
dash
barn
srore
n ice
thin
rn I si*
tide
meet
book
t ire
write
pride
died
bl ue
I ump
slate
Jobs
air
claim
pun
f ad
me 11
lain
soup
f I oat
bet
N U - H
- 1 0 -
*181.COTTAGE elf coat but mince comb
182.ACTION trip ran qan_ done race
* I 83.INCIDENT run very hang t ide jobs
184.HEART pit 1 ick coa 1 the ra In
*185.PRIMROSE wind read air r ide sjjore
*186.ARRIVAL train ra i 1 leave came won
187.PRIMITIVE best teeth trip Job try
188.PRINCESS sire r ide be 11 nude t rue
189.ABSTRACT state take draw game star
*190.ILLUSION will bar sun boom see
*191.REPUTATION desk mercy nest rule
*192.IMPORTANT full tuck among rush trap
*193.PRECAUTION lady tall idea t it le crate
*194.FEDERAL high head grow poor deal
195.NICKNAME chess kin grand p 1 ump ego
196.INFLUENCE lift sure new play fear
197.SYMPATHETIC v lew pore I1** t ram tamed
198.KIDNEY duck d ine st reet vase toss
199.ATTRACTIVE face brave reek dirty rave
*200.CHIMNEY wink might mil 1 n i ce b low
100
N O - D
201 .TABLECLOTH 
202.REMAINDER 
*203.INCIDENT 
*20*.. SMOTHER 
*205.JOURNAL 
*206.CONSCIENCE 
*207.SLUMBER
208.MAGISTRATE
209.PRESIDENT 
2 10.TEXTURE
soda
like
run
apt
pour
lame
tub
wax
brew
buy
I oam
click
very
crust
sled
path
p e n
burn
rail
guilt
late
dark
hang
"tare.
boss 
met 
hal f 
jjreat 
tribe 
fluid
mere
LiiL*
slim 
wr ite
n o n e  
f o rk 
whom 
rule 
week
less
c lass
jobs
claim
lean. „
need
dale
teak
steep
ti ue
211.GIRDLE 
*2 12.FREEDOM 
21 3.GOLDEN 
2 U. SISTERHOOD 
*215.ADMIRAL 
*216 .COTTAGE 
2 I 7.ARISTOCRAT 
218.PROBLEM 
*219.FICTION 
*220.NEIGHBOR
heir
child
bird
sap
game
elf
gain
hear
coin
1 areb
ache 
f rom_
1 it tle
rule
strip
coat
race
taxi
1 ine
Sint
leak
wave
lef t 
cha in 
sk ip 
but
t rait_ 
more 
we 1 1 
jury
f 1 lng 
t h Ink 
hour 
t hey 
dram 
ml nee 
adore 
meet 
alone 
r lng
life
lend
l££fi4
sing 
comb 
gift 
face 
f ive 
gown
N O - B
*221 .RELEASE see land dash k i n g s t a m p
222.MAGNIFICENT rip k e y f am e s o l e risk
221.PITCHER s 1 ave t r i p c h a n t d e s i r e idea
2 2 4 . A P O L O G Y
f ight p o l e he a l go a l p e a c e
225.ARITHMETIC c l e a r m a n y s u r e _j e r n t ry
*226.ANTHEM p r a y h a t e f l a g ha l t p e a c e
*227.PEWTER s n e e r g r o w 1 e a n c a m p tr£&.
*228 . BR11.1,1 ANT Jtra l n l o n g c h e a t fame g l o w
*229.FILTER p i p e s h i p s t a t e alone t ire
210.ACCIDENT r a t e c r a s h cr ime s c e n e d a t e
231.PRINCIPLE face cr ipple money life rule
232.SOMETHING run home barn warm god
233.SOUTHERN that route scar aisle peel
*234.AGENCY cage show act book claim
*235.IMPERIAL late triple rush prime hang
*236.VACATION bank herd comb mix tan
*237.BURLESQUE ma lr 1 ice queer green h 1 ro
*2 38.1'KAIIII;r tar catch blow sof t poor
2 39.SIMULTANEOUS I imds own nuin 1 1e more day
240.SINCERITY vase tense gold ocean game
i
o
N O - R
241.KNOWLEDGE f lour paste hinge vo Ice
242.INTRODUCE warn ru 1 n ham sol Id sea
2 4-). PHARMACY money grev hang cup
244.INFERNAL 1 ire zero c rumb ha 11 d i g
245.FASHION k ind has sure spin bill
*246.PIMPLE three brag cook pile grip
*247.POSTPONE rail table spot wav Job
*248.THEREFORE cup rake so ora 1 f ree
*249.PRECAUTION lady tall Idea title t'tate.
*250.ANTHEM pray hate f lag hal t peace
251 .SOCIABLE home drip name <il_ass rat
252.PETITION money coast tone talk hand
*253.HARMONY tale moan gain b 1 b 1 e chair
*254.KINDERGARTEN wal 1 show over play grade
*255.AMBULANCE cLeaa mad best blare run
*256.NIGHTMARE sill ember heart gown pray
*257.PHILOSOPHY nasal pare cloth cof fee S£Ol 1
258.FATIGUE cl lng gr lm _ B^it Junk ra In
259.PERSONAL order not meal soap hero
260.ACQUIRE try have gain done
No-B
- u -
*261.MEASURE ream witch e I m kind rate
*262.PEWTER sneer grow lean camp t ree
263.ACCEPT take pick trap bond pact
*264.REGIMENT f ed rash pack ^reen sense
*265.APPROACH gain car veer drag beat
*266.PREVIOUS cage meat Pose too urge
267.OINTMENT forth mint sure neat sane
268.HUMBLE Just wa Ik mule shred peck
269.REMEDY hand save we 11 deer craft
270.HOMESPUN very oil last girls soup
271.SWEETHEART tears won dress neck try
272.PHANTOM show code lazy honor moan
273.ANCESTOR trail want trace gain pick
*274.FILTER pipe ship state alone t ire
*275.OPENING slid told Eins- blue g-ip
*2 76.REPUBLIC shut ch ip comb price load
*277.FEATHER tar catch blow soft poor
*278.SPENDTHRIFT rare fate quick towel pr Ide
279.BLISTER trip f ace dirt laid bite
280.BRACELET crate rust snap gum laid
o
ro
N O - B
-r>-
281 . SOCIETY 
*282.RELEASE 
*283.PREVIOUS 
*284.IMPERIAL 
285.ALPHABET 
28b.ABSENCE 
*287.FEATURE 
*288.H£ASURE
289.TRICKLE
290.UNDERGRADUATE
ape
see
ca«e 
1 ate 
chair 
soon
trade
more
1 and
meat
triple
halt
9cene
sons
witch
vhi le
leap
o! ten
dash
pose
rush
bark
siRn
dat e
elm
gun
amount
tail
king
too
pr ime
paper
then
ha 11
k lnd
save
damp
cost
stamp
urRe
hang
deal h
date
dull
rate
rice
hold
291.TOURNAMENT
292.TELEPHONE
293.TENEMENT
294.GRACEFUL
295.RECEIPT 
*296.RELEASE 
*297.STATEMENT 
*298-INTERIOR 
*299.SLOVENLY 
*300.ADVERTISE
treat
date
great
crag
Rame
see
ring
b 1 lnd
loose
pr int
put
keep
p iano
right
wild
1 and
pr lest
tore
hinge
tease
inch
fog
wi Id
long
learn
dash
Jury
p 1 an
penny
show
doom
cape
met
Join
man
k lng
ol Ive
single
bull
wr 11 e
hem 
pole 
book 
ra i se 
pr ice 
st amp 
meant 
f ield 
ill 
case
O
LO
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ADMINISTERING PIAGET IAN TESTS Student _____________________Tester_________________
You are assisting in the data collection for an experiment which entails 
testing very young (1st grade) children with Piagetian tests. Although 
this is not the "main" data it is a very important part of the data as a 
whole. Your task is to follow the instructions specified below as exactly 
as possible. Each of the two tasks can be done in any order, however, 
verbatim responses need be LEGIBLY written down. Do not let the subject 
see what you are writing down. You can write on this sheet.
****C0NSERVATI0N OF SUBSTANCE****
Materials: 2 equal-sized balls of art gum
Procedure: Do not let the child see that you are taking the art gum out of 
the package. Begin by letting the subject choose which one he/she wants to 
call "his" or "hers."
(1) I ’m going to let you be a judge. Here are two balls of art gum. Choose
one and call it yours. The other one will be mine. Do I have as much
as you? (Continue if the answer is y e s . Otherwise ask the child why are 
the two balls not equal in size by saying "Who has the most?")
(2) I'm going to roll yours into a sausage. Watch me. Who has the most now?
(let child respond) Why do you think so? (continue to roll it longer)
Now who has more? (let child respond) Why do you think so?
(3) Let's roll yours back into a ball. Who has more now?
(4) Let's take mine and roll it into a sausage. Who has more, you or me?
(let child respond) Why do you think so? (continue to roll it longer) 
Now who has more? (let child respond) Why do you think so?
****C0NSERVATI0N OF LIQUID QUANTITY****
Materials: 3 glasses (2 narrow and tall, 1 wide and short)
Procedure: Allow the child see you fill the glasses (fill almost to the t o p ) .
Begin by filling one glass (one of the two narrow glasses).
(1) I'm going to let you be a judge. (fill the first glass) You've got to
tell me when to stop pouring (begin to fill the second glass) so there 
are the same amounts in both glasses. (finish filling the second glass) 
Are there the same amounts? (adjust according to child's guidance)
(2) Now watch what I do. (pour contents of one glass into the wide and short
glass) Is there the same amount in this glass as in this one? (put the
two glasses side by side and let child respond) Which one has more?
(let child respond) How can you tell?
(3) (repeat task using the other (the one you didn't use in (1))
106
***CONSERVATION OF NUMBER***
MATERIALS: 14 1" x 1" squares of poster board (white)
□ a a a a a a
□ a a a aa a
PROCEDURE:
Begin by placing the poster board squares in two rows of 7.
ASK THE CHILD "Who has more squares, you or me?"
(1) Extend one of the rows of 7 so that it is spaced out twice the distance between 
the other row of 7. Ask the child " Who has more squares, you or me?"
(2) Put the squares back into a row so that they are equally spaced again. Put one 
row into a group of 4 and a gorup of 3 (see diagram). Ask the child "Who has 
more squares, you or me?"
(3) Put the squares back into a row so that they are equally spaced again. Put one 
row into a vertical stack (see diagram). Ask the child "Who has more squares, 
you or me?"
n
a
Q
a
a
a
□ a
a
0 
0 
□ □
D CJ
it 2
□ a
□
a
cG
□
Q
a □ a
a 
a Q
a
it 3 G a a a a a a
APPENDIX G
APPENDIX G 
Examples of No and New Hypotheses
Type Example
No Hypothesis "_______  just goes with  "
"_______ just went with  "
"Bears are black" (choice word)
"A watch-cat" (combined key- and choice 
word )
"Let's quit"
"I'm guessing"
"I'm just remembering the ones from 
bef ore"
New Hypothesis "_______  goes with   because it is a
kind of ______ "
"there is a pattern because ______ "
"this word is similar because ______ "
"the two words mean the same thing*'
"the words mean the opposite of each 
other"
"they sound alike"
"this word had a 'c' just like this word" 
(points to key- and choice words) 
"the word is hidden inside the big word" 
"all of the letters here are in here" 
(points to key- and choice words)
APPENDIX H
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APPENDIX H
Summary Table of Analysis of Variance of 
Transition Phase Length
Source df KS F P
Grade 2 17.74 2.90 0.06
Instructions 1 5.87 0. 96 0.33
Grade x 
Instructions 2 10.40 1.71 0.19
Error 77 6.11 --- ---
APPENDIX I
1 1 1
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APPENDIX I
Summary Table of Analysis of Variance of 
Response Types to Introtact
Source df MS F P
Transition Phase
Groups 3 0.007 2.15 0.10
Error 79 0.003 --- ---
Response Types 2 18.519 37.72 0.01
Response Types x 
Transition
Phase Groups 6 3 . 5 A 7 7.22 0.01
Error 150 0. A90
APPENDIX J
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APPENDIX J
Summary Table of Analysis of Variance of 
Response Types to Introtact
Source df MS F P
Grade 3 0.002 0.13 0.94
Error 165 0.015 --- ---
Response Types 
Response Types x
2 40.699 63. 69 0.01
Grade 6 6.477 10.14 0.01
Error 330 0.639
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